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5Résumé
Cette thèse vise à résoudre les problèmes de modélisation et de traitement émergeant dans
les études de cas qualitatives. Fondée sur la grounded theory, une méthode complète est
proposée, initialement élaborée sous la forme d’une solution de workflow. Une combinai-
son d’ontologies est proposée servant à la représentation des connaissances, l’intégration
et l’extraction. Sur la base de cette connaissance, l’analyse du sujet est menée afin de
découvrir les informations latentes sur les documents originaux afin de représenter les
thèmes implicites et mettre en place des structures hiérarchiques complexes de ces sujets.
Avec les structures construites, les inférences basées sur l’ontologie est effectuée pour
produire de nouveaux faits afin d’aider les tâches du domaine. Cette méthode est appli-
cable dans la plage de multilinguisme y compris les langues non alphabétiques comme
le chinois. Des expériences testées sur l’outil mis en place montrent que la méthode pro-
posée donne des résultats satisfaisants par rapport aux méthodes existantes. La thèse gé-
nérale apporte une solution nouvelle et complète pour étudier et analyser profondément
des textes d’étude de cas avec une méthode qualitative. Ces résultats apportent une série
d’avantages pour plusieurs domaines qui partagent la même essence du point de vue du
traitement des données.
Summary
This thesis aims to solve the problems of data modelization and processing emerging
in qualitative case studies. Established on grounded theory, a comprehensive method is
proposed, initially elaborated in the form of a workflow solution. A suit of ontologies
are proposed serving for knowledge representation, integration, and extraction. Based
on this knowledge, topic analysis is conducted to discover the latent information out of
the original documents in order to depict the implicit themes and set up sophisticated
hierarchical structures of these topics. With the built structures, ontology inference is
carried out to produce new facts to assist domain tasks. This method is applicable within
the range of multiple lingualism including non-alphabetical languages such as Chinese.
Experiments tested on the implemented tool demonstrate that the proposed method offers
satisfactory results compared with existing methods. The overall thesis provides a novel
and complete solution to profoundly study and analyze case study text with a qualitative
method. It brings a series of benefits to a couple of domains which share similar essence
from the point of view of data processing.
Mots clés études de cas qualitative, grounded theory, ontologie, entreposage de don-
nées, extraction-transformation-chargement, Latent Dirichlet allocation, apprentissage des
ontologies, inférence des ontologies, la langue chinoise
Keywords qualitative case studies, grounded theory, ontology, data warehousing, extract-
transformation-loading, Latent Dirichlet allocation, ontology learning, ontology infer-
ence, Chinese language
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1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
A momentous achievement of the modern society is its widespread involvement of tech-
nologies. Established on the shoulders of the prior works including mathematical the-
ories and telecommunication infrastructures, information technology is probably one of
the most prominent innovations over the past decades, unveiled through its pervasively
used products from industrial domains, the research fruits of academic institutions, as
well as the way how it has been changing people’s life in many tiny aspects. From the
super computing centres of space technology, the workstations for industrial usage, to
the daily applications of PCs or even the interesting utilities on cellphones, we are profit-
ing constantly of the contribution of information technologies. As our understanding to
this technology is getting deeper, the demands for practical purposes are getting elevated
correspondingly. The original idea to accelerate the capabilities of computing scientific
questions is extended to a great many branches of advanced interest to profoundly com-
prehend and optimize the day-to-day performance for business and social purposes. It
has a decisive role in data management, information sharing, and office automation for
almost all the firms, no matter which domains they are engaged in and how large they
are. As long as efficiency and optimal solutions are pursued, information technology is
contributive regardless of the specific scenarios.
As an interdisciplinary field, the newly born "information domain" collects a large
number of subjects from theoretical science, engineering, and even social sciences. Among
all the subjects, data was from the very beginning a key element of this domain since
all the core functions finally refer to data. The renowned equation "Algorithms + Data
Structures = Programs" [1] indicates that the treatment of data in all computer programs
and algorithms, whatever purpose they serve for, is essentially an art of data processing
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to seek an optimal solution. At some moment, we used to believe that, thanks to the
new-generation computers and their super computing capabilities, most problems of data
processing have been solved or, in other words, the existing strategies are already sat-
isfactory. However, as new problems emerge from time to time, the challenges of data
processing are still increasing almost everywhere:
1. Company A used to keep all the data in Excel spreadsheets. In order to manage the
cross-referenced queries, they upgraded the system into a database. However, when
new data arrives which does not follow the format of this database, plenty of time
has to be spent to manually transform and load this data into the database.
2. Company B always finds that the exchange is not smooth between their internal
organization and the experts from other domains due to inconsistency and miscon-
ceptions. This phenomenon occurs repeatedly and the concrete divergences vary
from case to case. They expect information techniques to solve this problem for
seamless integration from all the parties.
3. Company C is inclined to document all of their daily activities, but finally finds
that the static data is not effectively usable for predicting the future even though a
lot of efforts have been put into this type of data. Everything has ultimately to be
done by their staff.
The examples presented above are only a few of the typical phenomenons existing in
industry today. They are happening quite frequently to companies regardless of their size
and domains of activity. These challenges show up not because our computing capabil-
ities are not sufficient in terms of efficiency or speed, or because the algorithms are not
reliably efficient. On the contrary, they come from the manners how data is understood
and treated. The same problems arise regularly in organizations, institutions, and even in
our daily life. Some generic methodologies are hence called for to solve these problems
to improve the existing technologies.
For the data per se, inspiring questions occur as computer systems are being utilized
more often. People are using statistical software packages, such as SPSS, STATA, R, or
even Excel to help them with their daily work. Nevertheless, if the original data is not
easy to quantify, then these software programs are not able, or at least in an intuitive way,
to achieve what is desired. A framework which helps to investigate this type of data is
thereby in demand. In other words, if the data itself is found to be qualitative, i.e. hard to
be represented with digits and formulas, an innovative methodology is hence needed to
improve the activities for personal and enterprise purposes.
Besides that, the computational functionalities of machines are always appreciated.
Thus we need, for the cases described above in which qualitative data is engaged, im-
proved analytical capabilities. The investigation and semantic construction of the con-
cepts captured from the original data is the principal focus. This aspect is very important
since it helps human beings to understand the data at the first glance and profoundly de-
picts the latent patterns in the data. Some advanced algorithms, if well designed, will be
constructive to set up novel knowledge beyond the analysis of human beings and, at the
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same time, meaningful enough to assist domain experts for their consequential work. The
"learning" aspect of these systems is thus accentuated based on which useful information
is elicited.
Furthermore, the results learned from machined-based systems will have to be verified
for their effectiveness. This analysis is supposed to be carry out on a theoretical basis as
well from the human perception. Domain experts will certainly play an essential role as
these methods ultimately serve for them. A generic framework is thus of great necessity
to validate the results of the proposed methodology in this domain by conducting user
experiments to simulate the practical scenarios and then to ameliorate this methodology.
A validation process not only provides advantages to improve the methodology per se,
but deepens the comprehension of the domains from a computer science standpoint.
1.2 Motivation and Problem Definition
Over the past years, we have been working on an interdisciplinary research project named
"Formal modeling of Qualitative Case Studies: An Application in Environmental Man-
agement"1. The project aims to set up a conceptual framework for analyzing investments
as well as strategies in regard to environmental issues, energy, and resource consump-
tion. The proposed methodology is abstracted from real case studies in this ongoing pro-
ject. Selected from the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) database [2] and other database
sources, the textual data contains annual reports of banks and other financial institutions
regarding their regular performance and behaviour. Researchers participate in this work
conducting case studies and contributing their insights based on their domain knowledge.
Basic information techniques such as scripts for file processing have been developed to
assist the experts. However, they are repeatedly confronted with a series of challenges.
These arising challenges are summarized as the problem set mainly targeted in this thesis,
based on which the overall research work is expanded to find solutions at the theoretical
and applied levels:
• Domain integration Prior knowledge and newly created knowledge cannot be in-
tegrated effectively due to its heterogeneity. As plenty of information was previ-
ously developed in the domain of finance and environmental sciences, seamless
integration of information from different sources becomes a necessity to improve
the productivity of case studies. Otherwise, costly work of domain experts and IT
developers has to be carried out and even information loss can occasionally be the
consequence. New methods are required to incorporate the external knowledge in
order to make it available for the projects in a smooth and systematic way.
• Data maintenance The data, including the annotations of the experts and the in-
termediate information gathered during the transformation of the data, is very often
inadequately maintained. As the work load on large-scale data is fairly expensive
in terms of time and cost, the demand for a suit of reasonable data structures is
1This work is supported by Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) - project No. CR21I2_132089/1.
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very high. A serviceable data model is of great significance to the main framework
as the data has to obey this model while being converted towards the final targets.
Once this model is set up, all the processes are supposed to follow the same model
to produce, convert, and maintain data, resulting in an increased consistency.
• Knowledge acquisition The capability of learning and reasoning about new know-
ledge is so far not well supported by qualitative research software. Products such
as ATLAS.ti or NVivo offer interfaces for the users to annotate the documents, but
they do not provide sophisticated utilities for subsequent treatment of the know-
ledge acquired during annotation. Once the information is retrieved from original
data, experts have to do almost all the consequential operations on this information
based on their own experience with ad hoc tools. Here machine based assistance is
in obvious need to supplement the human inspection and to guarantee uniformity
during the investigation. An inference engine, as an example, is potentially able to
produce novel facts beyond the study of the experts. In addition, ontology learning
techniques can help to discover new patterns in the data.
• Globalization and multilingualism Most existing tools for qualitative study are
mainly oriented on alphabetical languages such as English and French. In our
project, however, documents written in other languages such as Chinese show up
regularly, leading to the need to extend the traditional text processing techniques.
This demand-led problem comes essentially from the widespread of the applica-
tions because of the globalization. A solution addressing the multi-linguistic issues
is therefore desirable to be integrated together with a thorough methodology.
• Output producing In quite a few cases, different types of reports have eventually
to be produced. These reports vary greatly in their objectives, structures, involved
data, as well as the methodologies of study. There exists a great potential to avoid
repetitive work since many of these tasks share similar elements. An approach of
data extraction and transformation can promote the smoothness of this process. A
general framework will therefore be established to help automatically generate the
reports in different forms with tools that can be personalized.
The issues are particularly important for enterprises associated with finance, banking,
logistics, etc. The companies devoted to these domains have quite a few common char-
acteristics. In most cases, they have to deal with large amount of data during their daily
operations stemming from the customers, collaborators, as well as from internal reports
related to their strategy execution and product lines. This data is to a large extend rep-
resented in form of text, or in other words, as qualitative data. Significant knowledge is
included in this data as a latent benefit for these institutions if it can be effectively cap-
tured. Intensive processes evaluation in a variety of forms is needed. This creates a heavy
work load on the participants, especially to guarantee the consistency of the results. Be-
sides, from time to time a large number of domain experts have to coordinate their work
towards specific goals. Even if the companies are aware of their specific demands, com-
munication with IT specialists is not straightforward since domain knowledge is involved
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and has to be integrated into the proposed methodologies. Furthermore, some existing
data and IT infrastructures have already been deployed and it is necessary to consider the
possibility of integration with these existing resources to reduce cost.
1.3 Contribution of the Thesis
Inspired by the above-stated question, the research target of this thesis is to provide a data
modeling and processing methodology to extract, structure, and investigate the data which
is presented in qualitative forms. The data involved is large, fast evolving with complex
structures, and contains multidisciplinary facets. Mainstream software programs utilized
for qualitative study are taken as the starting point and our approach will be compared
with existing systems to improve on some of the key deficiencies of the state-of-the-art
software, especially for the interoperability, data transformation, and learning aspects.
Our system should succeed in defining a common procedure for similar projects, as a
sequential process represented in form of a workflow, allowing to a great number of
homogeneous cases to be serialized for automatic treatment.
The proposed methodology is based on ontologies as a tool for knowledge represent-
ation and for bridging the gap between systems and domain experts. In compliance with
the OWL standard, a paradigm suit of ontological elements is formulated as the theoret-
ical prototype, before being put into practice. This characterization at an algebraic level
promotes the comprehension of the elementary constituents regularly used in OWL. Fol-
lowing the defined paradigm, ontological data structures are proposed as the guideline for
annotation and system processing. These structures are to be extended for the purpose of
serving a wide variety of projects at the level of data storage. The proposed methodology
employs existing ontology-utilities to realize the process of extraction-transformation-
loading (ETL). This process allows to automatize the conversion of the annotated data,
even in intricate cases, with constant algorithmic complexity. This consistent way of ex-
tracting the data allows for the establishment of one single data warehouse. With this
idea, data from different sources converges at a relational model, considered as a vir-
tually standardized layer to supply intermediary data for complex queries and semantic
learning.
The data archived in the data warehouse, normalized as linked entities, contains rich
information to be further investigated. One of the most important tasks is to capture the
thematic topics latently distributed in the data with valuable meaningfulness to the do-
main evolution. A Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based approach is proposed which
successfully yields semantic groups of topics from the extracted data. These topics reveal
the insightful semantics of the original documentation. A newly-designed ontology learn-
ing technique is applied to construct hierarchies upon the acquired topics. The resulting
hierarchies unveil the semantic structures of these topics instead of maintaining them
only in a flat, unstructured way. It offers the possibility to extensively develop a series
of practical applications with a hierarchical representation, such as recommendations and
strategy validation. The obtained hierarchies will finally be archived as new ontologies to
be incorporated with the prior domain knowledge. The integrated ontologies are able to
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produce new facts with their embodied concepts and relationships via an inference pro-
cess. The facts, as the output of the process, give insights to domain experts to iteratively
enhance their analytical work. Moreover, many concrete problems are considered, for
example how to handle Chinese documents. A mechanism is set up to retrieve knowledge
from text written in Chinese as an indispensable part of our entire methodology.
As the core element of this thesis, data plays a significant role for a thorough meth-
odology. The problem of modelization of the qualitative data is approached, and the
corresponding functionalities are provided to make the data more digested for the users.
An application tool has meanwhile been developed as the test bed and prototype of the
theoretical design. It has a couple of advantages compared to its counterparts such as
ATLAS.ti and NVivo. Experiments and user tests have been conducted to validate the
proposed methodology. The results indicate that this methodology as well as the im-
plemented system achieves very positive results in terms of efficiency and algorithmic
effectiveness. The proposed approach eventually acts as a guideline for how data is mod-
elized and analyzed for a series of similar domains.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
Enlightened by the previous statements, a comprehensive methodology will be elucidated
in detail as the contribution to prior theories and applications. Following the structure
depicted in figure 1.1, the remainder of the content of this thesis is organized as follows:
Figure 1.1: Thesis Structure
The "Strategical modelization" section, comprising chapter 2, reveals the back-
ground scenarios and outline of this thesis. It discusses the case study approach and
presents an approach named grounded theory for qualitative research. State-of-the-art
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software programs are studied as the starting point of our approach. A workflow is de-
veloped to depict the sequential elements of the proposed methodology.
The "Structural Knowledge modelization" section, including chapter 3, presents the
ontology archetype and modelling processes for qualitative data. It establishes a set of
ontologies that serve as the standardized and formalized schema. An ETL process is em-
ployed to transform the involved information into a suit of normalized data warehousing
models, serving for cross-referenced queries.
The "Semantic modelization" section, made up of chapter 4, chapter 5, and chapter
6, describes the process of semantic learning which turns the modelized data into novel
knowledge. It proposes a series of approaches to acquire the latent topics from the data
stored in the established models and then builds up the hierarchical relations of these
topics. Inferences are additionally carried out to produce derived facts as the indicative
results.
The "Applications and evaluation" section, consisting of chapter 7 and chapter 8,
manifests some practical issues and the evaluation of the proposed methodology. Global-
ization factors are considered, mainly for processing documentation in the Chinese lan-
guage. A prototypical tool is implemented upon which experiments are conducted to
assess the performance of the implementation and the effectiveness of the learning results
from the presented approach.
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2
Strategical Modelization
- From Grounded Theory to Workflow
This thesis is motivated by the issues related to the business domains and the possibility of
using qualitative case studies where massive amounts of data are involved. The basic idea
is to use Grounded theory as the guideline of our proposed methodology. Furthermore,
a workflow solution is presented in this chapter as the sequential outline built upon the
analysis of the existing approaches.
2.1 Case Studies
Information techniques, with their unique features, are able to play a vital role in practical
domains via innovative ideas [3]. At present, a key issue for enterprises, seen from the IT
point of view , is the big data problem as analyzed in appendix A. The examination of the
collected data often falls into the category of the big data scenario particularly because
it is essentially an interdisciplinary subject with various branches involved [4]. For ex-
ample, the assessment framework of a company is usually associated with its production,
cycling of the materials, sales, energy consumption, and even human resources [5]. Each
sector has plenty of textual reports in different forms and these reports are usually updated
regularly. They can be seen as qualitative data contained in the original documents. Valu-
able information is dispersedly distributed in these documents [6]. As a consequence, an
approach to investigate the textual data established upon data modelling, and processing
techniques producing structures with learning capabilities, is necessary for the research
and the applications in the practical domains.
In economics and management, there are already a number of existing methodolo-
gies obtaining satisfactory results [7]. Most of these methodologies follow a case study
approach. Case studies have been widely used in a variety of fields, especially the ones
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lacking formal ways to evaluate the maturity of enterprise perception [8].
As many questions which are not straightforward to answer exist in the sustainability
domain [9], the development of a solid methodology to assess and manage these factors
is thus challenging [10]. In other words, a system is in demand to assist the case study
processes for data investigating in many similar domains, especially emphasizing qualit-
ative elements. There already exist some systems for this purpose, for example, Quality
function deployment (QFD) [11]. It is apparent that more and more functions will be ad-
ded incrementally on top of these systems as the project evolves. Working in this method
brings the advantage that for the projects controlled within a certain range the results can
be delivered conveniently [12]. If the projects become larger, however, bottlenecks will
emerge [12].
In different cases, many questions posed by domain experts stem from the theories
associated with their expertise. The way in which these theories are organized is normally
different from the ones typically used in information domain [13]. Plenty of time and
efforts have to be invested to convert these questions into a format implementable in
computer systems [14]. In addition, validation approaches are needed to spot this kind of
requirements. Furthermore, re-usability should be a significant issue to consider during
the implementation of these systems in order to avoid repetitive development [15]. The
techniques from the information domain are supposed to regularize external requirements
which do not have clear schemes when they are originally initiated.
2.2 Grounded Theory
Based on the statement above, it is obvious that some methodology is needed to be the
guideline of the conducted research. In this thesis, the grounded theory approach (GT)
[16] will be a reasonable solution. We are particularly focusing on the construction of a
theory starting from data [17].
2.2.1 Analytical Steps
The elementary steps of grounded theory are discussed as follows: At the beginning, the
original data is labelled with a number of codes [18]. These codes are keywords to de-
scribe, abstract, and generalize the useful information or key features of the primary data.
They are considered as the basis of potential studies in the next steps. The development
of codes, as a task incorporated into the entire processes, is considered by domain experts
as a significant step [19]. Basically two types of coding are employed in our methodo-
logy - open coding and limited coding. Open coding [20] gives to users full freedom to
add any code considered reasonable for the content. Limited coding [21], as the name
implies, restricts the codes to a list of words that the users have to follow. Usually the
choice between the two types depends on the level of the users’ domain knowledge. For
limited coding, it is easier to conduct data aggregation and interoperation, whilst open
coding offers more possibilities to discover new ideas. A hybrid way is to propose a list
of codes at the beginning, with the possibility for the users to freely add their own codes
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if necessary. For advanced applications, the codes are not necessarily organized in a flat
list. Instead, some codes contain more general keywords than others, making the struc-
tures hierarchical [22]. A tree-based or even graph-based coding structure is employed in
many scenarios. Furthermore, values such as weights and ratings can be attributed to the
codes. These weights are visible to the users during the annotation phase and, therefore,
they can make use of the weights during the coding activities.
The next layer of grounded theory is named concepts. The coding phase offers to
users the possibility to work directly with the original data whilst the concepts are built
up upon these codes. Usually these concepts are abstract terms generalized from the
codes. For example, the codes "long term", "resource", and "energy" can refer to the
concept "sustainability". A concept can either be an ordinary code or a completely new
word that never shows up in the original text. The step of conceptualization is indispens-
able especially for grounded theory [23], since in this type of studies the main themes are
usually implicit. It is thus difficult to discover the concepts or topics in the original data.
In this thesis an approach is proposed to handle this problem. However, the method re-
mains to be verified in order to unveil its advantages. Once the concepts are formed, they
are grouped into different categories. These categories depict the different conceptual
clusters at the same semantic level.
Existing research shows that grounded theory is an effective way to produce theories
for innovative organizational processes and creativity requirements [24]. The organiza-
tional processes are expected to be led by the needs of documents and should lead to cost
optimization and strategy promotion [25]. In this context, the ultimate goal of this dis-
cipline can simply be summarized as trying to capture the implicit rules in the documents
and then provide actionable knowledge to the enterprises. There are a number of ways to
establish practicable knowledge such as data mining and ontology inference. In this thesis
our own methodology is set up on top of the existing approaches and is then applied in
order to infer theories. These theories should help the domain experts for the purpose of
information investigation, hypothesis creation, and conclusion establishment. The forms
of the acquired theories vary from case to case, but it is advantageous to develop a generic
approach to support theory generation.
2.2.2 Big Data Issues
Backtracking to the characteristics of big data, it is not difficult to conclude that grounded
theory is an appropriate approach to deal with the problems arising. For this particular
issue, there always exist large amounts of data in the first place without substantial attain-
ments. Even though we are aware that valuable information is encapsulated in this data,
it is demanding to discover the hidden principles at the first glance. This conforms with
the grounded theory, which starts the investigation from the collection of data instead of
proposing hypothesis. With the coding schemes, a more profound comprehension of the
original data is achieved. Through these codes, the problem of the large volume of data is
alleviated since basically our ensuing work will only depend on the codes instead of the
original data. And the number of codes is limited and therefore more manageable.
For the problem of the complex-structure of the data, the coding step is also an en-
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couraging solution because it essentially sets up to a virtual layer above the data, making
it transparent for the subsequent studies. Even if the formats of the data are different, the
codes employed to express their content are the same at the semantic level, which facilit-
ates the overall development. As the data is categorized, when new data emerges, it will
be attributed to the existing categories, making the integration more efficient and stand-
ard. Based on these categories, the methodology already set up can be applied directly to
newly arriving data. This is a promising solution for the velocity problem. Furthermore,
with the conceptualization step, the value of the data is identified easily and precisely.
Based on these arguments, it can be concluded that grounded theory is a capable
approach, especially for big data arising in case studies, and it provides a promising
solution to the requirements of case studies. In other words, it is a methodological bridge
to connect the three major issues focused on in this chapter as shown in figure 2.1 in
which the intersection of the three circles represents the grounded theory.
Big data
Case studies
Sustainability
Grounded theory
Figure 2.1: Grounded Theory as the Intersection
2.3 Qualitative Software as the State of the Art
Later in this thesis, a methodological implementation will be developed firmly based on
the grounded theory approach. Derived from the idea of grounded theory, a number of
commercial software programs have been released for qualitative applications. ATLAS.ti
and NVivo are the most prominent ones. They emphasize on the analysis of elementary
concepts captured from the text and their implicit relations. The main objective of these
products is to annotate original documents by experts. With the analytical framework
supported by these software programs, domain specialists are able to develop further
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insights and to reveal novel characterization of their findings from the cases.
2.3.1 System Features
ATLAS.ti has been designed on the basis of a group of concepts [26]: Beyond all, primary
documents are the original data source. Textual, graphical and multimedia data are sup-
ported as primary documents. A marked section or piece of these documents, namely
a quotation, represents the significant or valuable parts of primary documents. These
quotations can be exploited by adding codes with their names invented by the users or
with words existing in the text. Another concept, memo, is used to comment the concepts
with annotation. In ATLAS.ti, all these elementary concepts are defined as nodes and
the system provides the mechanism for creating a relational model among these nodes.
The concept of a family is used to cluster or classify nodes into groups to indicate their
similarities. Relation, a self-defined attribute, aims to link nodes to explicate their mu-
tual connection. Furthermore, a network is designed as a diagram to illustrate the global
structures of nodes and their relations. ATLAS.ti reflects the implementation of grounded
theory from an industrial point of view.
As the counterpart of ATLAS.ti, another company, QSR International [27], offers
products including NVivo 8 and XSight, two software programs that help the users to
model their source data, assign it to specific nodes, and analyze the data from the per-
spectives of the relations or links among concepts. NVivo 8 owns similar functionalities
as ATLAS.ti but with richer technical modules. In addition, XSight permits the perception
of data in the form of an analytical framework leading to an easier way for the researchers
to structure the data obtained from the surveys and investigations. As their user interface
adopts a more widely-accepted style than ATLAS.ti, comparable to MS Outlook [28], the
operations of NVivo 8 and XSight are more intuitive for the end users to get accustomed
to, especially during the initial phases.
2.3.2 Potential Improvement
In order to provide a more satisfactory solution, it is necessary to find out the exact func-
tionalities that our proposed methodology can add compared with the state-of-the-art soft-
ware. Despite the many interesting functionalities provided by the classical programs,
there are a number of issues that should be addressed:
• Platforms and languages The existing qualitative software, for example ATLAS.ti,
works only on the Windows platform. This causes an obvious problem as a certain
proportion of users are making use of other operating systems including Mac OS
and Linux. It is not realistic to require them to move to a new system. In this case,
a cross-platform solution would clearly be more convenient for the users. Further-
more multiple languages would have to be considered because globalization has a
high impact on practical domains. With our proposed solution, users with differ-
ent technical and language background are able to cooperate simultaneously and
coordinate the tasks collectively and smoothly.
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• Graphical interface Almost all software tools and on-line services offer graphical
user-friendly interfaces. This is a critical factor to gain the confidence from clients
and obtain their preference. For document navigation and annotation, most users
are accustomed to Adobe Acrobat [29] for navigating PDF files. ATLAS.ti, how-
ever, has its own interface, not straightforward for the users to transit to from their
regular habit. This might be challenging for people with different background and
specialisation domains. A better solution is thus to provide the users with manage-
able interactions from the graphical point of view. Ideally, this solution is supposed
to inherit from standard document readers but offer a more interactive interface to
operate on the files.
• Systematic analysis One of the chief tasks of these systems is to aid domain ex-
perts to produce insightful output, derived from the approaches such as data mod-
elling, data mining, etc. A system is supposed to supply perceptive functions to
facilitate the users’ operations and, in addition, to give them more intelligent feed-
back based on its computational capabilities. This feedback is the reason why an
end user relies on systems instead of working with paper and pencils. However,
applications such as ATLAS.ti and NVivo do not deliver sufficient services for ana-
lytical examination, which means that a large amount of work has ultimately to be
completed by the experts without aid of the tools. In this thesis, a system is to be
designed to support the users in all aspects of investigating the original data. These
functions cover most of the phases a user works on throughout a project from the
initialization to the theories that are produced. In this sense, the learning abilities
of ontologies will be employed to establish novel knowledge from collected and
annotated information.
• Interoperability and output Another significant concern is related to the inter-
operability with other mainstream software. Once all the data from the primary
information to the users input has been archived, it is required to be able to export
this information. Moreover, the results from the basic systems are supposed to be
delivered to other systems; otherwise, the data is restricted to the scope of an isol-
ated program without sufficient communication and interchange. This is actually
one of the drawbacks of the existing systems even though some export functions
are offered. The output of ATLAS.ti and NVivo is very rigid and does not offer the
possibility for personalization. Furthermore, this output does not reflect the com-
plete information of a project, which can lead to information loss. Consequently, in
our proposed system the design has to be integratable with other widely-accepted
programs via standard data exchange formats.
• Automatic data transformation The data involved in qualitative studies is not al-
ways static. Therefore a rigid integration process for the raw data is a major draw-
back. ATLAS.ti and its counterparts have their obvious deficiencies in this sense.
Our proposed methodology will thus take this aspect into account by designing a
suit of automatic ways for data transformation and integration. It is designed to
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be capable of converting data from different sources into its derived formats. Con-
sequently the combination of heterogeneous data is facilitated.
• Validation When the users are exploring the data, a framework should be able to
validate their behaviour, the produced knowledge, and to suggest strategies, so that
errors and misconceptions can be avoided. For example, when there are contra-
dictions or conflicts between different segments of the data, the system should be
able to notify the users about the inconsistencies arising. According to the feed-
back collected from domain experts, this functionality is in great necessity due to
its practical impact. This function has a particularly vital role in the phase of data
preparation, because this phase may take more than half of the time of the entire
projects [30]. However, considering the applications discussed so far there is no
support for this type of validation. Therefore a framework will be formulated to
show the feasibility of this type of validation.
2.4 Workflow Design
Considering the potential improvement mentioned above, a complete solution is in de-
mand and will be addressed by the methodology proposed in this thesis. The previous
remarks make it evident that a well defined workflow is of great importance. The con-
crete workflow will be described in the following.
Before elaborating the proposed workflow in detail, it is necessary to briefly introduce
the business scenario. The description of the business scenario accelerates the understand-
ing of the proposed methodology and sets up a generic model for similar projects and
cases. In this project domain experts work in parallel in several groups to analyse the per-
formance of financial firms regarding their specific roles. They have different educational
backgrounds, language skills, operating systems, and user habits. All the original data the
experts are exploring is in form of textual documents provided by the companies under
consideration. The domain experts are working with the proposed system in an interact-
ive way. The workflow comprises several key steps: first, the users analyse the original
data - the PDF documents. The interaction between the users and the data is supported as
analytical annotations (the data elements are formalized in appendix B). All the annota-
tion actions are stored in ontological files. Next a process of extraction-transformation-
loading (ETL) is conducted to retrieve useful information from the produced ontologies
into data warehousing models. These models guarantee for the uniformity of the interme-
diary data. Then topic discovery will be performed using a LDA-based approach. Once
the topics are acquired, ontological learning techniques are put into practice to establish
the hierarchical relations between these topics. With these newly-built hierarchies, a vari-
ety of applications are available to produce feedback to the users. As soon as the users
receive the feedback, they will take it into consideration and enhance their prior analytical
insights to produce new contribution to the system. The designed workflow is presented
in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Workflow of the Business Scenario
(Source: [31] (improved))
2.5 Conclusion
Interdisciplinary subjects require efficient data processing methodologies as a funda-
mental element. Grounded theory is an effective solution for this basic challenge. The
detailed properties of the state-of-the-art software, implementing partially this approach
and widely used in industrial applications were characterized in this chapter. In order to
improve the existing tools, a workflow solution was proposed based on the formalization
of the original data and annotations. The outline of this thesis will also follow the pro-
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posed workflow. In the next chapter, a tool for knowledge representation - ontology - is
going to be presented. Then its capabilities for knowledge representation and the process
of extraction will be illustrated.
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3
Structural Knowledge Modelization0
- Ontologies and Data Warehousing
In order to transfer grounded theory into machine based methodologies, a suit of ontolo-
gies are designed to guide the further development.
3.1 Upper Level Ontologies
Before designing the concrete ontologies, a suit of upper level ontologies are needed to
guide the overall projects. As in a project, different data, methods, and roles of parti-
cipants involved with each other, a reasonable framework is thus significant.
When the upper level ontology is being outlined, the particular features of case studies
are underlined as they are the focus of our research. In general, it is complicated to use a
single set of ontologies to guide a large number of cases, because they vary in regard to
data sets, methodological structures, and other details. For this reason, the major focus of
our task is simplified to target only two of these aspects - data and methods. Input data
has a vital role in case studies. For qualitative data, it contains rich information and the
principles which, if well discovered and utilized, reflect directly the problems the case
study is focusing on. As a result, the upper level ontology is supposed to include data
as a primitive element. Regarding the methods, as grounded theory has been specified
to be the guideline of our methodology, the upper layer ontology will take this theory,
especially the coding process, as the backbone of all methods.
Figure 3.1 elucidates the upper level ontology which aims to describe the general
framework of this thesis. Each derived project will then be implemented as an inherit-
0The work of Section 3.1 and 3.2 has been briefly described in [32] and the basic work of 3.3 and 3.4 has
been presented in [31]. More advanced details are revealed in this chapter.
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ing set of lower level ontologies following the constraints imposed from the upper level
ontology.
Upper ontology
Data Participants Method
Text Quotations Codes
Code families
Figure 3.1: Upper Layer Ontology
3.2 Lower Level Ontologies
Following the upper layer ontology illustrated above, a suit of ontologies will be defined
and implemented to support the proposed ontological methodology.
3.2.1 Project Ontologies
A first set of ontologies aims to implement the process of grounded theory with its struc-
tural elements. It formulates how projects are conducted with a series of constraints.
These ontologies are called project ontologies. They also enable reasoning engines to
build up novel knowledge based on the ontological data. The main purpose of these on-
tologies is to ensure that the whole project is in compliance with the upper level ontology
and thus the coherence is guaranteed among all the participants.
With the project ontologies in place, the scope of a project is effortlessly disclosed as a
template. It outlines the path which a project will follow in the next stages, independently
of the participants, data, and methods used. This template is automatically attributed to all
the involved data. Also, the newly-discovered knowledge will be derived in accordance
with this template. The advantage of applying project ontologies is that, conducted in
this way, only general rules are necessary when applying them for generating new facts.
Hence, the following ontological elements are defined:
• A set of Classes (CL) is defined to outline the project requirement in respect to
the data and annotation elements. While the project is expanded, the subsequent
ontologies will have to be in compliance with these elements.
CLdocument = {owlCClass ,rdf Vid = ”document”} (3.1)
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CLquotation = {owlCClass ,rdf Vid = ”quotation”} (3.2)
CLcode = {owlCClass ,rdf Vid = ”code”} (3.3)
CLrating = {owlCClass ,rdf Vid = ”rating”} (3.4)
• Data type properties (DP) are established upon the classes. The objective of these
properties is essentially to define some primary values to describe the properties of
the data and annotation elements. For example, a String is used to record the users’
names in order to identify the users who extract quotations from the original text.
DPquser = {rdfsCDatatypeProperty ,rdf Vid = ”quser”, page, String} (3.5)
DPqname = {rdfsCDatatypeProperty ,rdf Vid = ”qname”, page,String} (3.6)
DPcuser = {rdfsCDatatypeProperty ,rdf Vid = ”cuser”, code,String} (3.7)
DPcname = {rdfsCDatatypeProperty ,rdf Vid = ”cname”, code,String} (3.8)
• Object type properties (OP) are in addition used to connect two elements. The
relations among different elements are supported by these properties. Taking the
example of a quotation, a "hascode" property is set up to express the fact that this
quotation has been assigned to several codes.
OPhasquotation = {rdfsCObjecttypeProperty ,rdf Vid = ”hasquotation”, document, quotation}
(3.9)
OPhascode{rdfsCObjecttypeProperty ,rdf Vid = ”hascode”, quotation, code} (3.10)
OPhasrating{rdfsCObjecttypeProperty ,rdf Vid = ”hasrating”, quotation, rating} (3.11)
3.2.2 Reference Ontologies
Sometimes, besides the previously defined project norms, domain experts may want to
integrate some external knowledge into the projects as supplementary information. Ref-
erence ontologies are thus employed to represent the views from their subjective opinions
as well as existing insights from specialized analysis. The incorporation of reference
ontologies enhances the smoothness of the external data integration.
An example of reference ontologies is elucidated in figure 3.2. They will then be
integrated into the entire framework by adding them to other ontological knowledge to
enhance the learning and the inference processes.
A decisive question at this step is how to accommodate heterogeneous information.
In a lot of domains there exist published knowledge sources. For example, eXtensible
Business Reporting Language (XBRL) [33] is at present one of the most accepted stand-
ards to express financial information [34]. Since this language is preserved in the form
of ontologies, it is thus manageable to conduct an integration into our system. Some
other domain information, however, has to be transformed in order to be supported by
our system. For instance, Environmental Data Explorer [35], an authoritative data source
for environmental variables, has its own database format. In order to solve its integration
problems, a couple of functional libraries following the facade pattern [36] were imple-
mented in order to convert this valuable information and to integrate it into our system.
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Figure 3.2: Reference Ontology
3.2.3 Coding Ontologies
Another set of ontologies, named coding ontologies, serve for recording the raw data as
well as the users’ coding information. While a user starts the coding operations, these
ontologies are created automatically to register their interaction with the primary docu-
ments. Project ontologies and reference ontologies are inherited to complete the coding
ontologies. As a result, all the constraints imposed by the previous two types of ontolo-
gies are respected while the concrete information is recorded. A simple fragment selected
from an instance of coding ontologies is depicted in figure 3.3. Quotation and code are
two classes and they are linked by the relation of hascode (an object type property). This
example can be expressed with our established definitions as follows:
• A quotation instance was created with a sentence from the primary document ex-
tracted. The content of this sentence is: "Last year, the paper consumption of this
bank increased 20%". A six-digit ID (308524) was randomly generated to identify
this quotation.
∃i308524 ∈ Individual , i308524.VClass.id = ”CLQuotation”
∧
i308524.rdf Vcontent = ”Lastyear ...”
(3.12)
• A code instance was created named "Recycle".
∃irecycle ∈ Individual , irecycle .VClass.id = ”CLCode”
∧
i308524.rdf Vid = ”Recycle”
(3.13)
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Quotation Code
Class Property
Last year, the pa-
per consumption
of this bank increa-
sed 20%
Recycle
hascode
Figure 3.3: Code Ontologies
(Source: [31])
• Moreover, the code "Recycle" was assigned to the quotation i308524 as the experts
believe that the theme of this quotation can be represented by that code. Based on
equation 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13, the following equation can be constructed:
i308524.children(”OPhascode”).rdf Vresource = ”Recycle” (3.14)
3.3 Extraction, Transformation, Loading
Extraction, Transformation, and Loading (ETL) defines a series of processes implicitly
in order to build the framework of the data warehouses [37]. These processes include
elementary steps assembled with a predefined template [38]. In many cases, the major
objective of ETL is to establish an approach to automatize complex business scenarios.
Taking into account the problems for complex-structured information management, it is
very reasonable to apply a multi-faceted ETL plan for different steps involved [39]. The
techniques of ETL are thus incorporated into our research as a pivotal method.
3.3.1 Extraction
As all the newly-produced data is archived in the form of ontologies, while being annot-
ated, the data will accordingly be transformed into appropriate forms in order to build
the data models. The main techniques applied to achieve this goal are described in this
section. For extraction, hence, two issues are relatively vital - the data sources and the
target formats of extraction. In our project, the former issue is relatively elementary by
taking advantage of the formalization of the original data (see appendix B). Hence the
major challenge is the latter one.
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Table 3.1: Relational Table
Code Company Year Number
Applying standards BKA 2006 14
Community programs BKA 2006 6
Continuous improvement BKA 2006 16
Customer relationships BKA 2006 13
Customers policies BKA 2006 1
Developed Service BKA 2006 23
The second issue is tricky in the sense that at this step the concrete representation of
the data is not yet known. For different applications, the format of the data may vary.
The best solution is to find some generic approach which is still implementable. Initially,
it is necessary to define a group of dimensions to describe the data. It will then become
apparent which properties to extract from the original data and what formats of structures
to load into the data models. For each ontology file, two tuples, external and internal
respectively, are set up by default [31]:
Qexternal = {group, user , project, company , year , file} (3.15)
Qinternal = {file, quotation, coordinates, codes} (3.16)
The ETL process is supposed to be in compliance with these two tuples. Correspond-
ingly, two kinds of operations are designed - global extraction and local transformation.
Global extraction aims to elicit descriptive information of the submissions delivered by
the experts without navigating the content of the files. The purpose of this step is to re-
organize all the data in a structured way and give each ontology file a unique identifier.
Once this step is completed, all the knowledge is stored in a uniform format, each file
labelled with the attributes in tuples 3.15. This step is also called external extraction as it
only deals with the external properties of the data. For the purpose of this process, a Data
extraction algorithm has been developed as described in algorithm 1.
3.3.2 Transformation
After all the ontologies have been regularized, local transformation is conducted next.
Local transformation aims at extracting internal information from the ontologies follow-
ing the definition of tuples 3.16. The results of this step are divided into two categories
with respect to their data structures:
1. Relational tables. As shown in table 3.1, in a relational table each attribute repres-
ents one dimension, for example, company, year, code, code frequency. Relational
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Algorithm 1 Data extraction algorithm (Fe(D))
Require: File path Do as the input, path Df as the output
Ensure:
1: temp ← Do
2: if temp ∈ File then
3: fName ← temp.getName()
4: fNames ← fName.split(””) {retrieve each part of the file’s absolute name}
5: group ← fNames[0] {assign values from the file path to different variables}
6: user ← fNames[1]
7: company ← fName[2]
8: year ← fName[3]
9: if fName.contain(”owl”)||fName.contain(”owlx”) then
10: content ← temp.getOWLFile() {get the content of the OWL file}
11: fNewName ← concate(group, user , company , year , coding)
12: sendOWL(Df , fNewName, content) {send the original content to the new
path}
13: end if
14: if fName.contain(”csv”) then
15: content ← temp.getCSVFile()
16: fNewName ← concate(group, user , company , year , performance)
17: sendCSV (Df , fNewName, content)
18: end if
19: end if
20: if temp ∈ Folder then
21: j ← 0 {assign an initial value to j}
22: while temp.hasNextChild do
23: Fe(temp.children(j)) {invoke the Fe(D) function recursively}
24: j + +
25: end while
26: end if
tables are a format that fits well the schema of relational databases [40]. It is thus
straightforward to import these tables into a relational database management sys-
tem (RDBMS) and to make them available for advanced queries.
2. Pivot tables. A second type of tables, as shown in table 3.2, is called pivot tables. A
pivot table is commonly used for storing resulting data in a form useful for graph-
ical export and basic statistical operations, such as aggregations [41].
A critical decision to make at this step is to decide whether to use relational tables or pivot
tables. As an intuitive principle, if a table is designed to be presented to the users as a
tabular report with little interaction with other tables, a pivot table is preferred. Relational
tables are more commonly used as an intermediary format for transformations and to be
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load join queries into database systems. Since the data structures of these two types of
tables are determined, transformation tools have been developed to convert them in a
convenient way. For example, algorithm 2 describes a process to transform the data into
a relational table.
Another task of the transformation step is to aggregate the primary information. For
example, after all the submissions from a group of experts are collected, the average val-
ues of their submissions can be calculated. An aggregation function will handle this task
after transforming the original information. In this case, programming languages or SQL
commands (see listing 3.1) can be employed to obtain the results of these aggregations.
Listing 3.1: Data Aggregation in SQL
select code, company, expertName,avg(y2011), avg(y2012)
from tbl_code inner join tbl_expert
on tbl_code.expertId=tbl_expert.expertId
where userType="expert"
group by code,company;
3.3.3 Loading
The last step of the ETL process is loading the transformed data into a relational database
or a data warehouse. This step is relative simple compared to the previous two steps. A
typical example of a loading assignment is shown in listing 3.2. Its major concern is the
interaction between data warehouse entities. In other words, the principles of databases
and data warehouses have to be respected, such as primary keys, foreign keys, cardinal-
ities, etc. When the loading is conducted, there are many technical questions worthwhile
to answer. For example, a CSV file may have comma or semi-colon as its separator, but
some DBMS takes only one type among them as its separator. For this purpose, the data is
prepared at the loading phase by comparing it with the specific rules of the target systems.
Table 3.2: Pivot Table
Code Company 2006 2007 2008
Applying standards BKA 13 14 8
Community programs BKA 7 6 7
Continuous improvement BKA 10 16 6
Customer relationships BKA 16 13 17
Customers policies BKA 3 1 5
Developed Service BKA 11 23 16
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Algorithm 2 Data transformation algorithm
Require: File path Df as the input, file ftarget as the output
Ensure:
1: companyHashMap ← ∅
2: ftarget ← code.csv
3: while Df .hasNextChild do
4: temp ← Df .child()
5: codeHashMap ← ∅
6: if temp ∈ OWL then
7: company ← temp.getName()
8: while temp.hasNextChild do
9: content ← temp.getFileContent()
{count the number of codes in an ontology file}
10: codeHashMap.addCount(content.selectNodes(”//code[contains(@rdf :
ID”)])
11: j + +
12: end while
13: companyHashMap.add(company , codeHashMap)
14: end if
15: end while
16: while companyHashMap.hasNextChild do
17: company ← companyHashMap.getKey(k)
18: codeHashMap ← companyHashMap.getValue(k)
19: while codeHashMap.hasNextChild do
20: code ← codeHashMap.getKey(k)
{output companyHashMap into a new CSV file}
21: fNewContent ← concate(code, company , codeHashMap.size())
22: ftarget .append(fNewContent)
23: end while
24: k + +
25: end while
Listing 3.2: Data Loading in SQL
create table tbl_code
(id varchar(8), code varchar(255), groupp varchar(255), name varchar(255),
company varchar(255), expertId varchar(8), y2011 decimal, y2012 decimal,
PRIMARY KEY (id),
FOREIGN KEY (expertId) REFERENCES tbl_expert(expertId));
.separator ,
.import .\\codecompany_year.csv tbl_code
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3.4 Data Warehousing
One of the objectives of ETL is to build a data warehouse from the original data. In or-
der to set up the models representing precisely and efficiently the project data, we will
describe in this section the principles of the models produced as the results of the ETL
steps. A data warehouse is designed to support data interpretation, the decisions of man-
agement, and information combination with different perspectives over the computational
resources [42]. It emphasizes the organization of certain datasets, with features to incor-
porate temporal factors or to provide solutions for practical scenarios [43]. Leveraging on
its explicit advantages, a data warehousing approach is exploited to build the data models
for the sake of semantic studies.
3.4.1 Subject Area Model and Business Data Model
Based on the principles proposed by [44], a series of procedures are conducted as de-
scribed in this section. After applying the steps described, a couple of subjects are ab-
stracted from the business scenario for the purpose of the creation of a Subject Area
Model. These subjects are presented in a generalized form and they should cover all the
data with the corresponding relations.
Analysis
Corpus
Users
Evaluation
Coding
Figure 3.4: Subject Area Model
As shown in figure 3.4, the designed subjects include:
• Corpus [45] All the original documents are maintained as the corpus and they are
partitioned into document clusters. For example, the reports from the same com-
pany for different years are assigned to one cluster. Each document is composed of
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pages on which the elements are words and characters. These concepts are form-
alized in appendix B to clarify their exact content. The subject "corpus" contains
all these concepts as general subjects for the original data. The corpus set for our
project is listed as an illustration in table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Corpus
Company Start year End year
BANCO SANTANDER SA 2003 2011
CREDIT SUISSE 2004 2011
DEUTSCHE BANK 2000 2011
RABOBANK GROUP 2002 2011
UBS AG 1999 2011
ZURCHER KANTONALBANK 2000 2010
• Users Users involved in the project are covered by the subject "users". The users
are divided into two types - functional users and domain experts. Functional users
are those who only participate in the system for simple functional operations, such
as navigating original documents and visualizing the data, whilst domain experts
cooperate in the project at a more profound level. Domain experts use the system
to carry out annotation and to get analytical feedback. Experts in the same group
may work on the same documents and finally their data will be aggregated.
• Coding The annotated information is extracted from the original documents in
form of quotations and codes, so this action is named "coding" [32][46][26]. Cod-
ing is the core element in this subject area model and it connects to all other sub-
jects. The data covered by this subject includes static data and event data. Static
data comes from the knowledge defined beforehand, such as domain specifications
and terminologies. Event data records the evolving history of the entire project.
• Evaluation Experts give ratings for the performance of institutions based on their
actions, efforts, and results. This means expertise information in form of scores
has to be imported into the system for strategy examination. This subject further-
more provides the possibilities for the users’ annotations to be validated. With the
validation, the historical data submitted from the users can be refined to make sure
that only the valuable data remains in the system. It is easier to observe the implicit
patterns from the derived data after it is reduced.
• Analysis Algorithms are applied to the existing data and reveal new results as feed-
back to domain experts. For instance, latent topics in the corpus can be discovered
and associations between coding and evaluation may be found. Later in this thesis,
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topic discovery, ontology learning, and inference will be designed to support se-
mantic studies.
The Subject Area Model illustrated above depicts the general view of the project,
whilst a derived Business Data Model elaborates the entities in each subject area. This
model is described in detail in figure 3.5.
Regions
region ID int8
region name varchar(80)
coordinates int8*int8
country varchar(60)
population int20
language varchar(20)
Documents
document ID int8
document name varchar(100)
company ID (fk) int8
year date
authors varchar(100)
publisher varchar(50)
content text
Comanies
company ID int8
company name varchar(120)
industry varchar(100)
address varchar(255)
employee number int8
region ID (fk) int8
Code history
quotation ID (fk) int8
code name (fk) varchar(100)
created time time
last updated time time
comment text
Quotations
Quotation ID int8
content text
created time time
last updated time time
document ID (fk) int8
user ID (fk) int8
Evaluation
code name (fk) varchar(100)
user ID (fk) int8
created time time
last updated time time
score int8
comment text
Domains
domain ID int8
domain name varchar(30)
sector varchar(30)
leading firms list
Strength
strenghth ID int8
name varchar(50)
skill level int3
description text
domain ID (FK) int8 Strength_User
strength ID (FK) int8
user ID (FK) int8
capability detail text
issued time time
Codes
code name varchar(100)
applied time time
created time time
last updated time time
feature varchar(100)
category varchar(100)
description text
hasChildren boolean
Users
user ID int8
name varchar(80)
gender boolean
telephone int12
address varchar(255)
occupation varchar(40)
registered time time
description text
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1
n
1
n
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1
n
1
1
n
n
1
1
n
n
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1
1
n
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Figure 3.5: Business Data Model
(Source: [31] (improved))
3.4.2 Features of the Models
The previously established data warehouse models promote the entire methodology by
offering the following capabilities:
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• System development As the data is already archived in the form of linked entit-
ies, it is then easy to develop derived systems in order to represent or investigate
this data. Existing techniques such as SQL and programming libraries are able to
provide agile development solutions following the proposed data warehouse struc-
tures.
• Function reuse Occasionally the users’ demands may give the impression to be
very different but as a matter of fact they are very often similar from a technical
point of view. By converting these demands into data warehousing requests, exist-
ing functions can be reused to a large extend to avoid redundant development.
• Feasibility validation With the assistance of theories in databases and data ware-
housing, e.g. normalization, calendar, and hierarchies, new requests can easily be
validated in regard to their feasibility or evaluated for their computational complex-
ity. This helps domain experts to assess their strategies with information technolo-
gies.
3.5 Conclusion
A suit of ontologies were designed to be the tool for bridging the gap between theoretical
methods and system implementations. Based on this tool, the ETL process, a restricted
set of ontological data structures and systematic tools were specified. The purpose of this
process was to build a series of data warehousing models to achieve the goal of cleaning
high quality data in some normalized forms. Based on the data stored following these
models, it becomes much easier to fulfil meaningful tasks such as acquiring semantic
patterns from the data. Approaches for the topic discovery functions will accordingly be
presented in the next chapter.
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4
Thematic Modelization
- LDA based Topic Analysis
In the previous chapters, ontologies were introduced to represent and formalize the an-
notated knowledge. Furthermore, data warehousing models were established upon the
ontologies via an ETL approach. These steps provide models for the data for the pur-
pose of offering convenience for a wide variety of applications such as data marts or data
mining. One of the main outcomes of this approach is supposed to be the possibility
of discovering implicit topics in the documentation, of revealing and then refining the
thematic concepts and their semantic links. In this chapter, a novel methodology, namely
cLDA, is presented. It serves to further analyze the topics inferred from the acquired data
based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). The core model of Dirichlet distribution will
therefore be presented as the basis of LDA. The Dirichlet distribution is an advanced
idea coming from a series of fundamental statistical concepts and theorems. It has many
promising advantages for text investigation and natural language processing. Later in this
chapter we will present an improved algorithm which is able to improve the results of the
basic LDA.
4.1 Dirichlet Distribution
The Dirichlet distribution, denoted as Dir(α), is a distribution class induced by a small
set of basic distributions. The discussion in this section starts with the introduction of
Bernoulli trials and of binomial distribution as some of the fundamental concepts.
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4.1.1 Binomial distribution
Definition Bernoulli trials is a series of independent experiments with binary random
outcomes - 1 and 0 [47]. Assume that the probability of the outcome 1 is p. The variable
modelling the output of a single trial (denoted X (p)) is called a Bernoulli variable of
which the probability density function is given by [48]:
f (k ; p) = P(X (p) = k) = pk(1− p)1−k =
{
p if k = 1
1− p if k = 0 (4.1)
Definition The variable modelling the number of outcomes 1 in a series of n Bernoulli
trials (denoted B(n, p)) follows a binomial distribution whose probability density func-
tion is given by [49]:
f (k ; n, p) = P(B(n, p) = k) =
(
n
k
)
pk(1− p)n−k , for k = 0, 1, .., n (4.2)
In the case when n = 1, binomial distribution turns to Bernoulli distribution [49].
Definition Multinomial trials is a series of random independent experiments with mul-
tiple possible outcomes, namely O1,O2...Ok , so in this sense Bernoulli trials are a special
case of multinomial trials (for k = 2) [50]. The variable modelling the output of a single
multinomial trial is denoted X (p1, p2, .., pk), where
pi = P(X (p1, .., pm) = Oi ), for i = 1..k (4.3)
Hence, the vector X = (X1,X2, ...,Xk) modelling the number of each possible out-
comes in a series of n multinomial trials follows a multinomial distribution whose prob-
ability density function is given by [50]:
f (x1, .., xk ; n, p1, .., pk) = Pr(X1 = x1, ..,Xk = xk) =
{
n!
x1!...xk !
p1
x1 ...pk
xk if
∑k
i=1 xi = n
0 otherwise
(4.4)
where xi are positive integers.
Another important distribution class for our purposes is the beta distribution.
Definition The beta distribution with parameters α and β is defined by the density func-
tion [51] :
f (y ;α, β) =
Γ(α + β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∗ yα−1(1− y)β−1 (4.5)
In this equation, y ∈ [0, 1] is the variable of the probability density distribution,
whereas α and β are two dynamic real positive parameters subject to adaptation. The
beta distribution (denoted B(α, β)) relies on the gamma function [52]:
Γ(z) =
∞∫
0
tz−1e−td t (4.6)
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4.1.2 Dirichlet Distribution
Based on the definitions and theorem given above, the most significant distribution for
our proposed method - the Dirichlet distribution - is going to be discussed in more details
in this section. This distribution is the theoretical foundation of the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation - an approach for topic discovery.
Definition Dirichlet distribution is a distribution for the parameters in multinomial distri-
bution. The probability density function of a Dirichlet distribution, defined on the simplex∑k
i=1 xi = 1, is formulated as follows [53] :
f (x1, ..., xk−1; n, α1, ..., αk) =
1
β(α)
b∏
a
xai−1 (4.7)
where
β(α) =
∏k
i Γ(αi )
Γ(Σαi )
(4.8)
4.2 LDA Model
In the previous section, several probability distributions were discussed. They are con-
sidered to be the theoretical foundation of the topic models we are going to use since at
moment most of these models are based on probabilities. On this basis the idea of topic
model is elaborated in this section. A discussion of these models leads to the selection
of the Dirichlet model as the candidate for implemented and improved solution of topic
discovery and refinement [54][55].
Based on the discussion given above we decided to used Latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) to discover the latent topics implicitly distributed in the documents in order to
overcome the drawbacks of the models presented previously. The classical Latent Dirich-
let allocation, which is regarded as a generative probabilistic model, is established on the
basis that topics are combined to represent a document. These topics are distributed with
probabilities over terms [54]. LDA establishes the following generative process for each
document w in a corpus D [54]:
1. Generate N ∼ Poisson(λ).
LDA model assumes that the number of words N follows a Poisson distribution.
In most cases of our project N is a large number, and the Poisson distribution has
its particular advantage that, for very large N , it is a good model to estimate events
[56].
2. Generate θ ∼ Dir(α).
α is the parameter of the Dirichlet distribution in equation 4.7. Two other paramet-
ers θ and β will be used to generate the topics’ distribution.
3. For each of the N words wn:
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• Generate a topic zn ∼ Multinomial(θ).
Notice that θ - the parameter used for topic generation - comes from the Di-
richlet distribution in step 2. That is the reason why this process is called a
Dirichlet-based model.
• Choose a word wn from p(wn|zn, β).
This step, a multinomial probability conditioned on the topic zn, essentially
assigns a group of words to the previously selected topic.
LDA is a simple but effective to capture some patterns represented by latent topics
in primary documents [57]. The overall process of LDA is not very complicated, but it
provides good performance for capturing the themes in the text.
4.3 cLDA - an Innovative LDA Model
Based on the LDA model discussed above, we will present in this section our own ap-
proach, namely cLDA. This approach takes advantage of the features of data produced by
case studies as well as of the works conducted by domain experts. Experiments, presen-
ted in section 8.4, reveal that it outperforms the classical LDA in respect of effectiveness
of topic discovery. The whole process is described in the following.
4.3.1 Stop-word Removal and Normalization
Once the primary document has been annotated by domain experts, in a subsequent pro-
cess the topics which have significance for the text have to be extracted. At the beginning
of the topic extraction some non-informative words are supposed to be removed. Here
three steps are necessary:
1. The list of stop-words has to be created. The removal of stop-words is a vital step
for the systems dealing with natural language processing.
2. Furthermore, the Porter Stemming Algorithm (PSA) [58] is adopted to to stem the
vocabulary. It is mainly designed for the English language, but the general idea
can be applied to quite a few other alphabetical languages. The simpleness of PSA
is underlined by the fact that it utilizes only 60 rules which are easily understand-
able to human beings and furthermore it has very good performance regarding the
execution time [59].
3. Although PSA is an advisable tool for the stemming task, a disadvantage of this
algorithm is that some important words are removed or over-simplified. The reason
of this phenomenon is very obvious: although English is a natural language in many
aspects and it is relatively straightforward to handle compared to other languages
[60] [61], still plenty of knowledge is difficult to express at an algebraic level,
and grammatical exceptions widely exist. As a consequence, after applying the
algorithm some semantics is lost compared to the original documents. For instance,
the meaning of "letters", standing for literature, is radically different from "letter".
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As a result, a preservation-base has been constructed, which consists of the words
which will be maintained rather than being stemmed.
4.3.2 Feature Creation
For the remaining words after the removal of the stop-words and normalization, certain
features can be extracted in respect to the different dimensions of interest. Here the
created features vary from case to case. The main functionality to be provided during this
step is aggregation. For each document d , for example, (Qd ,Cd) is created in form of
a matrix recording the quotations and their codes in this document. They are used as the
input of the word-topic model.
4.3.3 Topic Generation
Based on the previous discussion, our choice is oriented toward a variant of the Latent
Dirichlet allocation model, which is a Bayesian probabilistic model introduced in [54].
The LDA model uses words in documents as elementary data, but the most noticeable
advantage of this probabilistic generative model is its capacity to be extended, by includ-
ing supplementary information. For this reason a variant of LDA is being considered -
the coding based LDA model (cLDA) belonging to the same family which includes the
label-topic model [62], the author-topic model [63] and the tag-topic model [64].
A very crucial property of LDA model is that this model is that there is no method to
find out the parameters in a straightforward way, so estimation methods are necessary to
estimate the parameters [54] [65] [66]. In order to estimate the parameters, methods such
as Expectation-maximization(EM) algorithm [54] or Gibbs sampling algorithm [67] may
be employed.
4.3.4 Topic Selection Algorithm
For the label-topic model approach in respect to the selection of the topics and their terms,
there are two questions to answer: how are the significant topics opted and for each topic,
which terms are closer to the themes compared to the others. The first question is crucial
in reality since the number of topics produced by LDA is usually large, but only part of
the topics are ultimately adopted by the users. They are usually interested by the relevant
and informative topics. The second question aims to find out the most important terms in
respect to the topics. In order to answer the first question, a Topic selection algorithm is
designed as described in Algorithm 3 with the following steps:
1. The result set of the LDA (G ) is obtained 1 and an iterative process is started. For
each loop, one topic is picked and initial weight is assigned to it.
1The result set consists of a list of topic groups. In each group, there are several terms and the first term
is the topic of this group.
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Algorithm 3 Topic selection algorithm
Require: O , G , P as the input, weight as the output
Ensure:
1: while G .hasNextChild do
2: topicGroupI = G (i) {get a group of terms from the result}
3: topicI = topicGroupI (0) {get the topic from the group}
4: if topicGroupI .size < ϕ then
5: weight(i) = weight(i)− α ;
6: end if
7: if ∃τ ∈ O.codes, topicI ∈ τ then
8: weight(i) = weight(i) + 1;
9: if ∃τ ∈ O.codefamilies, topicI ∈ τ then
10: weight(i) = weight(i) + 2;
11: end if
12: end if
13: if ∃τ ∈ O.quotations, topicI ∈ τ then
14: weight(i) = weight(i) + γ1;
15: end if
16: while P.hasNextPage do
17: if ∃τ ∈ P(pCount), topicI ∈ τ then
18: count(i) = count(i) + P(pCount).count(topicI ); {count the frequency of
topicI on the current page}
19: end if
20: pCount + +; {pCount represents the page number of the current document}
21: end while
22: if count(i) ∈ ω1 then
23: weight(i) = weight(i) + ηω1 ;
24: else if count(i) ∈ ω2 then
25: weight(i) = weight(i) + ηω2 ;
26: end if
27: i++
28: end while
2. The number of terms belonging to this topic is checked. If this number is too small,
then the weight of this topic is reduced.
3. If the topic shows up for certain number of times in the code list given by the users’
annotations (O), then its weight will be increased due to its importance for the
primary document.
4. If the topic is part of the text selected as a quotation, then its weight will increase
accordingly.
5. The weight of a topic which appears for a certain number of times in the primary
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Figure 4.1: Term Ranking Algorithm
document (P) will be augmented.
4.3.5 Term Ranking Algorithm
The Term ranking algorithm targets at answering the second question stated above. This
question is as important as the first one because once a topic has been fixed, it is de-
sirable to refine its affiliated words extracted from the document. The principle idea of
this algorithm follows a similar routine as the first one - i.e. to consider the annotation
information. A sequential outline is summarized with in figure 4.1:
4.4 Conclusion
Founded on the basis of several fundamental probability concepts, the LDA model was
discussed with Dirichlet distribution as the core element. Based on this model, a novel
approach was established for topic discovery and refinery. This approach has several
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advantages: it has a solid theoretical basis, it is straightforward to implement and it has a
reasonable design considering the features of qualitative data.
A remaining issue concerns the question whether the acquired topics are somehow
intertwined via implicit connections. In other words, not only the existence of these
topics, but also how they are interconnected, matters to the comprehension of the data. In
the next chapter a method will be introduced to show how these topics can be organized
in a hierarchical structure.
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5
Hiearchical Modelization
- Ontology Learning
In the previous chapters, ontologies as the knowledge representation tool have been set
up for the purpose of formalization and modelling. The analytical annotations were de-
signed to interact with domain experts and to be loaded into the data warehousing models
via ETL methods. The topics were discovered and refined based on Latent Dirichlet Al-
location as well as based on improved LDA algorithms. These approaches allowed to
establish a mechanism for knowledge retrieval at the vocabulary level. In this chapter,
on top of the work above, the next research question is addressed namely how to set up
a more sophisticated framework to acquire the ontological hierarchies for the inferred
vocabularies. Once this objective is achieved, it can be used for many applications such
as ontology evaluation, recommendations, and inference.
5.1 Ontology Learning
Ontology learning is the focus of this chapter. The reason why this topic is stressed in this
work is very simple. With the development of web technology, larger and larger vocab-
ularies are discovered from text. However, without finding the semantic links among the
acquired concepts, it is still not feasible to obtain the global view of these concepts and
elaborate their relations. In the Semantic Web, hence, the challenge we are confronted
with is exactly the issue of ontology population [68]. From a practical point of view,
ontology learning is very promising and productive, because its output facilitates all the
steps of production in industrial domains [69]. The learning process has an advantage
in that it adopts multiple types of original data owning similar semantic framework and
finally make them well integrated, which is highly beneficial for ontology population
[70].
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The research literature of ontology learning indicates that this topic is very active,
depicted by the augmenting number of applications in this field. However enterprises are
still eager to obtain more satisfactory results based on these techniques, leading to new
challenges [71]. In [72], domain information, including some initial concepts, is utilized
for building ontological hierarchies, implemented in a system. The proposed work is
however limited to particular domains and to a large extent relies on the incorporation of
domain knowledge. Another commonly-seen approach of ontology learning is "hierarch-
ical clustering" [73]. This technique organizes the hierarchies upon groups of terms and
then transforms them into prototypical ontologies with the assistance of "distance meas-
ures" [74]. In [70] is argued that the integration of the existing knowledge is crucial while
some new ontologies are established, and the structure of the data is an important factor
to consider. The nature of data we are considering here is intrinsically non-structured
and consists of natural language text such as Word, PDF documents or Web pages. At
present, even though some support is provided such as manual ontology development, the
existing methods for learning from unstructured data have not shown satisfactory results
for ontology acquisition in a purely automated manner [74].
Consequently, an innovative method for ontology learning is necessary to be estab-
lished and elaborated in detail. As a benchmark for the proposed method, Cobweb [75], a
popularly accepted algorithm for hierarchical clustering, will be used. The performance
of the proposition will ultimately be compared with Cobweb to demonstrate its advant-
ages regarding semantic aspects.
5.2 WordNet
5.2.1 Features and Advantages
In this section, the most important characteristics of WordNet will be detailed. WordNet
is a lexical dictionary containing a vast vocabulary. The original objective of WordNet
was to indicate the connection between psychology, social vocabularies, and research
topics such as linguistics computation [76]. According to [77], WordNet provides the
level-based contents of different types of vocabularies as well as their semantic relations.
The internal organization of WordNet at a semantic level is basically a tree-liked one.
At the bottom of this structure there are usually some words which are very specific - the
words without any disambiguity, commonly those which clearly define concrete names of
some objects or actions. Pervasively exploited as the most widespread lexical database,
WordNet has a couple of plausible advantages:
• It contains a relatively complete vocabulary [78], delivering a solution for many
challenging applications which demand for a large data set of vocabulary as training
data or as experimental testbed.
• Its vocabulary is always growing to include new words. This dictionary is thus
a dynamically evolving data set [79]. The up-to-date augmentation of WordNet
enables its adoption for the fast development of Internet-based documentation.
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• WordNet is not only a static database. Instead, approaches established based on this
lexical dictionary can answer many unconfirmed questions [80]. To put it differ-
ently, WordNet supports semantic investigations based on its structural concepts.
5.2.2 Applications of WordNet
Many applications have been developed based on WordNet to be used in different do-
mains. In [81], the authors designed an application to clarify the disambiguation of
words. The data sets of this paper came from articles of the Wall Street Journal [82].
A case study was carried out to apply the approach in this paper in order to validate the
theoretical propositions.
In [83] is proposed a very interesting idea to use PageRanking - the algorithmic model
for search engines - to rank WordNet synsets. Graph theory was employed to express the
semantics in the synsets. Several experiments were conducted to support the intuition.
In another paper [84], the authors implemented an application for semantic zooming in
WordNet, following a similar principle used in many web applications. Structurally dy-
namic visualization in WordNet is enabled by this application.
There are also some works conducted to bridge the gap between WordNet and on-
tologies [85]. For example, in [86], YAGO is a data set of ontologies representing the
knowledge derived by Wikipedia and WordNet. It contains a large number of entities
and their relations. This data set was designed following a logical model with a query
interface. Likewise, the authors of [87] aimed at offering a solution for the cooperation
between ontologies and linguistics. They thus utilized WordNet as well as EuroWordNet
as the lexical dictionaries. Besides, fuzzy ontologies combining ontologies and fuzzy
theory were employed to represent the hierarchical knowledge. According to several case
studies, it was observed that this approach is particularly well suited for environmental
applications. [88] introduced a method to incorporate new knowledge in form of ontolo-
gies into an existing vocabulary in WordNet. This method has been applied in KYOTO
system, a project for information exchange on different domains, languages, and cultures.
5.3 Ontology Population
In this section, a new approach is going to be exhibited to set up and populate the onto-
logies in a hierarchical perspective. This approach is based on WordNet and its semantic
interpretation. As depicted in the detailed descriptions, it provides many appealing ad-
vantages compared to prior methods.
5.3.1 Semantic Distance
As the first step of ontology population, a method for measuring the semantic distance
of word pairs is introduced. Only after obtaining the values of this measurement, their
relativeness can be evaluated and then used as the tool for knowledge construction. So far,
some existing work has already attempted to establish methods to compute the distances
of word pairs. One of the principal methods of measuring the semantic distances based on
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WordNet is Jiang-Conrath Measure [89]. This method is a combinatorial one, founded
on two classical tools:
Node-based approach [90] This approach leverages the "information content" of the
nodes (concepts) - according to [91][92], the quantified information content is the negat-
ive log of a node c :
IC (c) = [−logp(c)] (5.1)
The intuition behind the formula 5.1 is that as the level of a word in the lexical hierarch-
ies rises, the word is getting more inconcrete and thus its information content decreases
accordingly [92]. We then have the following equation [92]:
sim(c1, c2) = maxc∈S(c1,c2)[−logp(c)] (5.2)
In the equation 5.2, S(c1, c2) is the set of the nodes which contains both c1 and c2, so
the max function is to find the lowest level node that contains c1 and c2 [92]. Speaking in
the terms of WordNet, this equation aims to find the direct hypernym of c1 and c2.
Despite the fact that this approach has many promising advantages, e.g. it is intuitive
and straightforward to implement, there is a significant shortcoming of the node-based
approach [93]: This approach does not consider the useful information in other parts of
WordNet. It only utilizes the relations between the words with similar meanings as well
as their parents and children. From time to time, even though two words are not directly
linked, their semantics may be related and the simpleness of this approach neglects this
fact.
The approach stated above is also called information content based approach. It
mainly relies on the semantic content of the nodes in WordNet. In order to solve the
problems stated just before, another method was designed, named edge based approach
or distance based approach.
Edge based Approach [90] As the name implies, this type of approach looks for the
shortest path in the WordNet map between two words and then defines the length of this
path as the distance of this word pair. Even though the original idea of this method is very
intuitive and reasonable, it nevertheless has several disadvantages [94] [93] [95]: The
main drawback being the heavy influence by the established layout of the ontologies as
its basis, as if the ontologies are not well established, then the results will be inaccurate;
WordNet, however, was originally not initialized for estimating the distances between
word pairs, so its structure will not be suitable in some cases for distance calculation.
In order to improve the performance of edge based approach, new methods have been
proposed founded on this original approach. Scriver proposed a new set of definitions
and re-defined the calculation criterion in his thesis [96]. Two words may be very close
to each other, such as sports and player, but not similar. Based on this concept, the au-
thor designed a couple of methods to compute the semantic distance from WordNet and
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then evaluated the experimental results of different measures. The authors of [97] innov-
ated another approach to overcome the problem of simple edge counting. They extended
the edges with directions - upward, downward, and horizontal. With these directions, a
more sophisticated mechanism was designed for the similarities between words and this
approach was validated by real cases. In [98], the authors used results from experience
to argue that the current definitions of depth and density had their limitations. These
limitations lead to the failures of computing semantic similarities in many cases.
Jiang-Conrath Measure [89] Jiang-Conrath Measure takes both of these two approaches
(node-based and edge-based measures) into account, since each of them has its own
strength. Plenty of work has been carried out to show that Jiang-Conrath Measure per-
forms better than a number of other methods when calculating the similarities between
words in WordNet [99]. For example, an experiment was conducted to compare the per-
formance of correlations among the three approaches stated above [89]. From the repor-
ted result, we can see that Jiang-Conrath Measure provides more reasonable result than
the other two benchmark methods. This approach is thus up to now the most widely-used
one when semantic distances of the WordNet vocabulary are required.
5.3.2 Hierarchy Construction Algorithm
The topics obtained from LDA 1 reveal the main themes of the primary documents. This
generative model succeeds in acquiring the key concepts hidden in a text. Nevertheless,
one issue of this process is that the results from LDA are flat, which means that all the
discovered concepts (topics) are assigned at the same level. Clearly this is a limitation,
because in most cases the semantic themes of a document exhibit a hierarchical struc-
ture. Only with topic structures we will be able to express more precisely and deeply the
knowledge found in the input documents. A hierarchy construction algorithm is thus de-
signed to establish these hierarchical structures as briefly illustrated in algorithm 4. This
algorithm is essentially an ontology learning process. It takes the topics acquired from
the LDA model as input, and sets up the hierarchical knowledge using the information
from WordNet. The output of the algorithm permits plenty of usages, recommendations
being one of the most important applications.
1. Initially, several target words (T ) are selected. These target words reveal the main
topics and ideas of a document. For example, an article which reports on the car
industry may include the target words "automobile", "factory", and "production".
There are several ways to find the target words, e.g. using the title of the document,
the keywords, or the words having the highest frequency of occurrence, after the
removal of irrelevant words. Our approach is not limiting the method used for
finding the target words. However, a good choice of the target words is highly
influential to the final effectiveness of the algorithm.
1For simplicity, in this chapter, "LDA" refers to the LDA-based model established in the previous chapter.
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2. In the second step, the semantic distances between each word and the target words
are measured. The objective of this step is to calculate the relevance or importance
of all the words in a document archived in the ontologies (O) via their distances
to the target words, which act as the representatives of the document. The closer a
word is to the target words regarding the semantic distances, the more important it
is to the document. The results are put in a hashmap called disTarMap.
3. In the next step, the distance between each pair of non-target words is calculated
based on the semantics given by WordNet. Similar to the second step, the Jiang and
Conrath measure is principally employed as the tool for the distance calculation.
4. The non-target word pairs are sorted according to their semantic distances from
step 3 and stored in a hashmap named sortedWordMap. For each pair, the word
having higher importance to the document (according to step 2) is assigned as
word_superior and the other word as word_subordinate. By default, a pair of words
is always formulated as {word_superior, word_subordinate}. This rule is respected
for the sake of systematic investigation and construction.
5. A new hashmap named oTreeMap is set up to store the nodes of the ontological
tree. Whenever a new node of the tree is created, as an information unit which
has been decided as sufficiently interesting to be maintained, it will be stored in
this hashmap. A DOM tree is used to represent the constructed hierarchy. There-
fore each node is called an element of this tree during the implementation phase.
The words are then loaded into their corresponding nodes to generate the ultimate
hierarchy.
6. For sortedWordMap:
(a) Take a pair of words from the head of sortedWordMap.
(b) Get the two words from the key of the current instance, which is archived in
the form of word_superior, word_subordinate, and denote these two words
as wsp and wsb respectively.
(c) Check if the wsp has already been processed. If not, create a new element wsp
for the ontological tree; otherwise get the element corresponding to the wsp
from oTreeMap.
(d) Check if the wsb has already been processed. If not, create a new element wsb
for the ontological tree; otherwise get the element corresponding to the wsb
from oTreeMap.
(e) Create a new element for the ontological tree. The children of this new ele-
ment should be the two elements wsp and wsb obtained in the previous steps.
The new element will correspond to wsp in oTreeMap.
(f) Remove from sortedWordMap all the word pairs which contain the word wsb
in the second position
(g) If sortedWordMap is not empty, go back to step 6a.
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7. Output the result of oTreeMap to an ontology or XML file for export. By default
all the knowledge goes into ontologies. They serve as the basis for further analysis
such as ontology inference and validation.
The proposed algorithm has several advantages:
• First of all, it is efficient for constructing the novel knowledge hierarchies. As the
test cases in chapter 8 reveal, this algorithm succeeds in setting up the hierarch-
ies using the acquired topics. With the attained hierarchical structures, it is very
advantageous to discover in-depth facts through ontology inference techniques.
• Next, this algorithm integrates well with the LDA model and its derived algorithms.
The hierarchy construction algorithm relies on the topics as its input. According to
the walk-through in chapter 8, our proposed algorithm ingests the prior knowledge
in a proper way.
• Moreover, it is straightforward to put into practice. This is important as we intent to
implement it with a programming language and perform the case studies with do-
main experts using its implementation. This algorithm is an essential link between
the software and the domain experts and therefore crucial for practical purposes.
• Finally, different from most prior works which results in trees of topics, our pro-
posed methodology provides outputs on form of graphs, and a tree can be regarded
as a special type of graph. The essential difference between the graph-based results
and the existing ones is that nodes located at different branches may also be cor-
related. For example, car is a child of auto-mobile and gas is a child of resource.
Meanwhile car and gas are associated by the action of engine consumption. A
graph, which is semantically more expressive, can demonstrate this case whilst a
tree cannot.
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Algorithm 4 Hierarchy construction algorithm (abbreviated)
Require: O ,T as the input, weight as the output
Ensure:
disTarMap ← ∅
sortedWordMap ← ∅
while O.hasNext do
temp ← O.children(i)
dis ← distance(temp,T ) {calculate the semantic distance of the current concept
with the targets}
disTarMap.put(temp, dis)
i + +
end while
while O.hasNext do
tempA← O.children(j)
while O.hasNext do
tempB ← O.children(k)
disPair ← distance(tempA, tempB) {calculate the semantic distances of the
word pairs}
tempKey ← concate(tempA, tempB, disTarMap) {set up the tupple of word
pairs}
wordMap.put(tempKey , disPair)
k + +
end while
j + +
end while
sortedWordMap = wordMap.sort()
...
5.4 Conclusion
By employing the hierarchical conceptualization of WordNet, a method is proposed in
this chapter to calculate the semantic distances and then construct the hierarchies of the
topics acquired from LDA. The produced structures allow many extended applications,
for example reasoning over formulated rules. The ontologies, as a tool for knowledge
representation, offer a convenient infrastructure for their inference, making the discover-
ies of new knowledge straightforward. The detailed processes of ontology inference will
be presented in the next chapter.
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6
Inferential Modelization
- Ontology Reasoning
In the previous chapter, an approach for building the hierarchical structures of the ac-
quired topics was proposed by employing ontology learning techniques based on the
WordNet vocabularies. An hierarchy construction algorithm was emphasized as the tool
to achieve this objective. The established hierarchies serve for a wide variety of applic-
ations in which conceptual knowledge is required as well as its structural relations. One
of the most practical ideas of how to use the attained hierarchies is to put them into a
reasoning process to conduct ontology inference to produce new knowledge. Ontology
inference mainly deals with loading the prior facts into the working systems and then gen-
erating a series of novel knowledge according to the domain set in advance. For example,
the core element of an ontology inference is its rule sets while a rule engine is a system
to action over the defined rules. In our case the inference on ontologies plays the role of
the rule engines, while the ontological knowledge structures act as the rules. This chapter
will start with the discussion of rule engines and then proceed to the proposed framework
for ontology inference.
6.1 Rule Engine
6.1.1 Features
Rule engines are a critical element in the Semantic Web, which takes advantage of "metadata"
as tags to express extra descriptions about web content at a semantic level [100]. These
tags, with the assistance of ontologies, are expected to provide information usable in an
inference process [100]. There is a potential advantage of the inference on metadata -
when the number of web documents is increasing to a very large value, it is still effi-
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cient to handle the metadata without considering its affiliated documents [101]. As a
consequence, the reasoning processes based on the tags are developed.
Furthermore, rule engines are recently gaining interest in the context of linked data, a
way to share correlated data via linked connections through Internet transportation proto-
cols [102]. The role of rule engines assisting linked data is very promising to discover the
latent patterns behind the visible links. Taking the example of the research on citations of
academic articles, a typical goal is to capture the invisible associations between different
authors and their research topics in order to reveal latest academic popularities. With rule
engines, the implicit patterns will be discovered and new trends of the research will be
indicated. This type of discovery will be very contributive to researchers for the potential
development.
6.1.2 RuleML
An anticipated achievement of rule engines includes two aspects: rule expressions and
engine implementation. In this section, the focus is given to the representation of the
rules whilst engine implementation will be discussed in the next section.
Although a rule language can be considered as a specification of static documents, a
reasonable choice is crucial and tricky, because at present there are many options pop-
ularly employed. Among all the candidates, RuleML [103] is favoured [104]. RuleML
has many advantages. A decisive one is that it makes use of XML for marking up expres-
sions and exhibiting object-oriented features. We can observe that this specification is
organized in a highly structural way, with several levels of concepts and values. A reason
is that RuleML adopts XML to completely express its content. Therefore the advantages
of XML can accordingly be inherited. To put it from another angle, the documents rep-
resented in RuleML are easy to be integrated with other XML-based knowledge, such
as ontologies, due to their shared semi-structured data models. Moreover, rule assertions
exhibited in RuleML comprise also functional information linking their input variables.
This pattern is consistent with standard programming languages such as Java. So a rule
segment can be converted into a Java implementation smoothly via a deserialization pro-
cess. The pattern matching task mentioned above is therefore facilitated.
Given these positive features, RuleML is employed as our principle format of rule
representation. The programming tools for XML are greatly useful to parse and develop
the rule documents. For instance, if later in the project rules in other formats (e.g. tables or
plain text) are required, it is straightforward to use XSLT to convert the original RuleML
segments to the target formats.
6.2 Ontology Inference
One of the most desirable functionalities of the proposed system is the inference over
ontologies. Since in our system a great deal of knowledge has been acquired, new dis-
coveries can be anticipated for a variety of practical purposes. For example, if two codes
(denoted as codeA and codeB) are affiliated to the same quotations for dozens of times, it
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could be concluded that these codes are heavily correlated. Accordingly, once codeA is
found to have been assigned to a new quotation (namely Qm), it is very likely that codeB
will also be assigned to Qm.
A typical domain in which ontology inference is commonly applied is the Semantic
Web. This domain basically relies on two pillars - ontolgies as the structured knowledge
and rules for reasoning. Ontological knowledge functions are the facts to be put into
the inference process with different matching patterns. The ontology inference task thus
has to take advantage of rule engines as its fundamental tool. To facilitate the reasoning
process, an appropriate solution for the rule engine is vital. It has to be able to well
integrate with the existing ontological knowledge in order to produce new discoveries.
To achieve this objective, Jena [105], a rule engine particularly developed for ontological
assignments, was chosen as the basis of our solution. As some rules have been created in
advance to express domain knowledge, these files will be parsed before pattern matching
is applied. For example, the following scripts demonstrate how the rules are formulated:
[r1: (?projA <hasdocument> ?docB),(?docB <hasquotation> ?quoC),(?quoC <haspage>
?pageD) -> (?projA project_page ?pageD)]
[r2: (?projA <hasdocument> ?docB),(?docB <hasquotation> ?quoC),(?quoC <hascode>
?codeD), strConcat(”, ?codeD,?codeTemp), regex(?codeTemp,’#([A-Za-z0-9]*)_[A-Za-
z0-9]*’,?codeM) -> (?projA project_code ?codeM)]
[r3: (?docB <hasquotation> ?quoC),(?quoC <hascode> ?codeD), (?codeD <cname>
?nameE)-> (?docB document_code ?nameE)]
6.3 Validation Framework
Apart from the inference assignments, another crucial task is to validate the ontologies.
The term "validation" includes a wide range of functionalities and the criteria to validate
an ontology vary depending on the concrete requirements. Here a framework is proposed
considering the details of the entire methodology, shown in figure 6.1. Concretely speak-
ing, there are three types of validations:
• Concept validation. The first requirement of an ontology file is that it has to be
consistent with the OWL standard as defined in chapter 3. As the ontologies are
founded on the XML specification, the requirements of XML documents have ac-
cordingly to be respected. This is to say that the syntax of each element, such as
tags, IDs, attributes, and their values are supposed to follow the specification. Only
the ontologies passing the syntax validation process can be considered as valid
ones. Otherwise modifications have to be actioned to correct the errors. So far
there are already a number of applications developed for ontology editing and most
of them support the error notification mechanism. So it is relatively straightforward
to avoid this kind of problems.
• Property validation. Concept validation is essentially an elementary process to
verify the atom-level segments in an isolated way whilst property validation veri-
fies the connection among concepts in ontology files. It analyses the links among
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Figure 6.1: Validation Framework
ontological elements and is vital to guarantee the quality of knowledge in the sys-
tem. For example, the cardinality constraints limit the number of instances that can
be presented for a given property. This type of constraints is thus verified in our
system.
• Domain validation. After the first two types of validations are performed, a higher-
level validation is considered of particular importance if the project gets larger. In
other words, even though after the first two validation steps the ontologies "seem"
to be correct, they may still need some modifications. This mainly refers to the
constraints imposed by the domain knowledge. For example, in some cases all the
individuals in an ontology have to belong to the gas family because the objective of
the project is to handle gas problems. Some external descriptions are thus desired
to be incorporated into the validation process. Considering the concrete needs for
this factor in our project, a rule set and a knowledge set were developed. The latter
one expresses the necessary domain knowledge also in ontological forms and the
former one specifies the requirements/constraints upon this knowledge set. The
validation module navigates the rule set and verifies the consistency of the original
ontologies.
6.4 Conclusion
This chapter mainly introduces the mechanism of inferencing over ontologies. The ob-
jective of this process is to extract the valuable information encapsulated in the acquired
hierarchical concept structures. Ontology inference relies heavily on tools such as rule
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engines, a powerful technique to discover new patterns of knowledge. A framework for
ontology inference and validation was proposed.
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7
Multilinguistic Modelization0
- Logographic Language Processing
7.1 Globalization and the Chinese Language
A set of methods have been established in the previous chapters exploiting the functional-
ities of ontologies to acquire and organize the thematic concepts from complex-structured
data. Among all the influences on the relevant subject, globalization is considered as one
of the most crucial factor in that the global economy growth has brought about substantial
sustainability effects [107]. Furthermore, environmental issues have increasingly been of
concern in an international context caused by the interdependence with global marketing
activities [108].
The globalization is heavily affected by the popularity of the Internet and the English
language [109]. Consequently, the Internet has to be updated constantly to function re-
garding the linguistic vector in order to promote globalization via cross-country activities
[110] [109]. In this setting, for both economists and linguistics, it is vital to realize that
the linguistic characteristics can be regarded as an issue of great importance to globaliz-
ation [111]. For example, the Chinese language, as a language with a very large number
of native speakers in the world [112], is drawing more focus as the economy of China
is gradually getting more prosper [113]. Chinese has a history initializing from three
thousand years ago, inherited by its content oriented teaching approach [114]. One of
the most significant elements of this language is it is closely based on characters instead
of alphabets inspired by the innate characteristics of its utilization in the daily activities
[115]. We are thus motivated to discover some of them as the key elements in order to
develop further investigation on documentation in Chinese.
0The work of this chapter has partially been presented in [106] and a series of more advanced amendment
is added in this chapter.
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A key difference between Chinese and English at the term level is that the former
one connects a couple of symbols to shape new meanings whilst the latter one adds some
additional letters to produce new forms of the same words [116]. Plenty of research indic-
ates that Chinese can be well exploited in the comprehension cycles and it has recognition
advantage over English [117] [118] [119]. Essentially, Chinese is a semantic-based lan-
guage rather than a letter-based and phonetic one [120]. In other words, it is a language
with evident qualitative features. Consequently, from the view of computer science, tra-
ditionally designed statistical and quantitative approaches are not sufficient to analyse
documentations in the Chinese language. An innovative solution is therefore desirable.
7.2 Methodology
7.2.1 Paradigm Modelling
In order to study the unique features of the Chinese language, a data paradigm is estab-
lished. This paradigm seeks to represent typical Chinese sentences with a list of variables.
It is the necessary basis of our proposition in this chapter as all methods are built on this
paradigm. Concretely speaking, the following six elements are included in the equation
7.1 [106]:
S = {φ, η, γ, ν, θ, ρ} (7.1)
In this paradigm, the subject, verb, and object of a sentence are denoted as η, ν, and θ
respectively. These elements are the basic ingredients of a typical Chinese sentence. Be-
sides, an adverb γ is placed before ν to add descriptive information about the verb. Two
special elements - φ and ρ are added at the beginning and end of the sentence as the gram-
matical particles. They are adopted by our paradigm in that many sentences in Chinese
have some particular words 1 at these two places to indicate the tense, negation, etc. as
seen before. With this paradigm, machine based systems are able to handle the paradigm
with techniques such as data mining to seek for in-depth knowledge encapsulated in the
Chinese language. Besides, it works as the transitional bridge between Chinese and other
alphabetical languages since most of these languages can be as well represented with this
paradigm.
7.2.2 Ontology Establishment
On top of the defined paradigm, the task is to add some analytical approaches. In order to
realize this task, three issues are involved - knowledge representation, feature extraction,
and some advanced processing mechanisms. These issues will be discussed respectively
in the following sections. At first, it is critical to set up a series of ontologies serving as
the bridge between the proposed paradigm and the system implementation. Three types
of ontologies are therefore established [106]:
1In this chapter, when we say a "word" in Chinese, it generally refers to a character, a short expression,
or a short phrase of which the information amount is comparable to a word in English
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Figure 7.1: Content Ontologies
(Source: [106] (adapted))
1. Content ontologies. As shown in figure 7.1, this type of ontologies inherits the cod-
ing ontologies mentioned in chapter 3, which means that the annotation informa-
tion from domain experts or other end users are embodied. All the APIs developed
for English-based solutions can therefore be exploited for these ontologies as well.
The implemented system can thus load these ontologies for semantic studies and
visualization.
2. Class ontologies. Class ontologies, as the name implies, principally deal with the
speech of words showing up in the content ontologies. For example, the word
" " (rapidly) is supposed to be labeled with a tag "adverb". These ontologies
are leveraged not for the purpose of translating a sentence from Chinese to English.
Instead, they seek to segregate the words in a sentence to establish maps according
to the paradigm. Then the structure of this sentence will become clear for the
systems. Figure 7.2 provides as example a part of a class ontology.
3. Contributory ontologies. The contributory ontologies are implemented to charac-
terize the sentences with keywords at the syntactic level. For example, a character
2 " " from these ontologies indicate that a sentence is an interrogative one. These
ontologies play an important role in distinguishing the tenses, tones, and structures
of different sentences, not for the concrete content, but for their grammatical fea-
tures. A segment of an contributory ontology is depicted in figure 7.3.
2In this chapter, "symbol" and "character" of the Chinese language can be used interchangeably, re-
ferring to the same meaning. As a general principle, when sentence structures are discussed, "character"
is preferred to be used, whilst "symbol" is mainly mentioned to emphasize the graphical representation of
Chinese comparing with the alphabetical languages.
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7.2.3 Feature Extraction Algorithm
An algorithm (algorithm 5) is further designed to extract and identify the features from
the sentences in Chinese [106]. The technical basis of this algorithm is to capture the
keywords in the contributory ontologies with the assistance of the class ontologies. Con-
tent ontologies(Oct), class ontologies(Ocl ) and contributory ontologies(Ocr ) are the input
of this algorithm and the output will be the features m (tense, tone, etc) of the sentence q.
7.3 Amendment based on the Chinese Language
The methodology stated in the previous chapters provides a language independent capab-
ility of semantically studying the documented knowledge. However, adaptations have to
be made in order to take into account some of the characteristics of Chinese in order to
improve the effectiveness of our method:
1. Different from English, Chinese is based on symbols without spaces between each
other. Word segmentation [121] has thus to be conducted considering this spe-
cial feature. Once this step is completed, symbols will be separated into different
symbol-compositions based on their semantic meanings.
2. Ontologies designed for the Chinese language are imported into our system follow-
ing facade patterns [36] to maintain the extensibility. In this case, if later newly-
designed ontologies are incorporated, the framework will remain stable.
3. For the analysis at the level of the sentences, we take advantage of the novel ap-
proach proposed in this chapter to retrieve their grammatical features. Topics pro-
duced by the LDA-based algorithms stated in chapter 4, plus the knowledge ob-
tained from the feature extraction algorithm elaborated in section 7.2.3, will of-
Figure 7.2: Class Ontologies
(Source: [106] (adapted))
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Figure 7.3: Contributory Ontologies
(Source: [106] (adapted))
fer a more specific explanation of the sentences at the grammatical level. When
the Chinese processing module is invoked, the system starts to load the contribut-
ory ontologies to execute the extraction algorithm. Once some results have been
produced, it will keep them in the working memory and push them to the output
module for visualization and persistence.
4. Idioms assist the comprehension of topics. The composition of topics and idioms
unveils more information at the level of concepts and statements. " "(to be
happy without missing home, from a historical story two thousand years ago), for
instance, is frequently used for hospitality or tourism in modern business. A tuple
<tourism, fairly, positive> is accordingly formulated and then used for inference
later on. With this step, many latent topics can further be explored and developed.
5. With the objective of business demands, information of localization is occasionally
needed. For example, from a certain expression in a business letter we can infer the
region where a customer is from and as a consequence more local information can
be integrated into the interaction.
7.4 Evaluation
7.4.1 Data Selection
In order to assess the methodology designed above, a critical assignment is to find some
appropriate data for the semantic studies. The objective for this data is to act as the train-
ing set for the proposed algorithm to capture some key features in the Chinese language.
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Algorithm 5 Feature extraction algorithm (Source: [106])
Require: Oct , Ocl and Ocr as the input, OT as the output
Ensure:
1: Otemp ← Oct
2: while Otemp hasNextChild do
3: q ←Otemp.next
4: while q hasNextChild do
5: w ← q.next
6: if ∃τ, τ ∈ Ocl
∧
τ ∈ w then
7: Ts = τ .getParent(Ocl )
8: end if
9: if ∃,  ∈ Ocr
∧
 ∈ Ts then
10: m = .getParent(Ocr ).getKey
11: t = .getParent(Ocr ).getValue
12: if OTq,m is null then
13: OTq,m = t
14: end if
15: end if
16: end while
17: end while
The selection of the data set is therefore highly influential for our final results. As a
consequence, several criteria have to be fulfilled while the data is being selected [106]:
The main concern of this chapter is to discover the features of Chinese regarding its
structures, and not a sentence-wise translation. Therefore the vocabularies adopted are
supposed to be plain, without too many uncommon words. The abandoned words usually
come from combined ideograms. For example, " " (to pour water from the high
roof) means that the speech or opinions from someone is very convincing. As " " is a
character irregularly emerging, we avoid these expressions in our dataset. Besides, One of
the obvious difficulties in processing the Chinese language is that this language owns a lot
of indirect expressions. An indirect expression means that the meaning of this expression
is not intuitive even though the characters composing this expression are meaningful as
such. Most of these expressions come from historical stories as well as local cultures.
For example, " " (sunny spring and white snow) means decent music and art,
which is far away from its literal meaning. This kind of expression will cause a series of
problems. Therefore only the expressions straightforward to understand will be focused
on in our data set. Another challenge of handling the Chinese language is that many of
its expressions do not have a clear structure. Important elements of these expressions are
omitted, allowing the readers fair amount of space to analyse the semantics by themselves.
This approach makes sense for human readers, but is not practical for machine based
systems. In order to simplify the established model, the focus of this thesis is attributed
to those sentences with a clear structure and high comparability to English.
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Considering these factors listed above, a dataset of Chinese language has been es-
tablished. It contains many typical sentences for different levels of Chinese language
courses. A number of typical sentences will be extracted from the text and then some
new sentences will be derived following the same structure. They will be used as the
input data of our model for systematic investigation.
7.4.2 Feature Filtering
With this selected dataset and its derived sentences, the next target is to extract/filter
some key features from these sentences. The process of extraction will benefit from the
paradigm established above and also take advantage of data mining techniques. Con-
cretely, a decision tree approach will be employed to discover the hidden principles in
the Chinese sentences. Once this step is accomplished, the attained characteristics will
be interpreted using the tuples included in the paradigm. In detail, the following steps are
conducted [106]:
1. A feature map, at the beginning empty but for the purpose of containing a list of
keys and values, is brought in. The words enclosed in the feature map are a kind
of "catalyst" in the process. They are used to inspire the emergence of the latent
patterns in the Chinese language.
2. Fill in the feature map with a bag of keywords containing the elements which have
a strong impact on the syntax of the language. For example, present = " ", past
= " ", tomorrow = " ", etc. For simplicity, its size is limited.
3. Navigate each sentence word by word. Whenever a word initially defined as the
value of an element in the feature map is discovered, it is replaced by its key in the
feature map.
4. Then all the remaining words are replaced by random values. The content of the
table is shown in table 7.1
After the previous step, we decide to apply a method of classification - decision tree,
to extract the features from the data set. In order to achieve this purpose, Weka [122] was
used. Weka is an open source software project which is widely used both for industrial
and academic domains. With the assistance of Weka, we were able to produce the de-
cision trees as figure 7.4 and figure 7.5. These decision trees reveal the features from the
original data set. Taking some examples [106]:
(φ = ”past”)⇒ (s ∈ past)
(φ = ”future”)⇒ (s ∈ future)
(ρ = ”ma”)⇒ (s ∈ Question)
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Table 7.1: Feature Table
φ η γ ν θ ρ St Sq
fut 0.16 0.97 0.8 0.11 ma fut que
fut 0.16 0.97 0.8 0.11 0.17 fut sta
past 0.19 0.03 0.11 0.72 le past sta
past 0.66 0.71 0.72 0.83 ma past que
fut 0.34 0.51 0.74 0.29 ma fut que
0.06 0.86 just 0.77 0.89 ma prs que
past 0.35 0.81 0.55 0.59 ma past que
past 0.55 0.34 0.39 0.45 le past sta
0.08 0.66 just 0.58 0.81 0.25 prs sta
past 0.66 0.5 0.88 0.17 le past sta
fut 0.82 0.03 0.14 0.65 ma fut que
fut 0.82 0.03 0.14 0.65 0.64 fut sta
0.76 0.28 just 0.25 0.33 0.62 prs sta
0.37 0.65 just 0.5 0.66 ma prs que
fut 0.34 0.51 0.74 0.29 0.5 fut sta
0.82 0.27 just 0.68 0.87 0.7 prs sta
past 0.32 0.29 0.48 0.85 ma past que
(Source: [106])
7.4.3 Grammatical questions
For a language processing mechanism, many potential topics can be involved. It is there-
fore impractical to set the evaluation in a range too wide to focus on. The major con-
centration of this chapter is to capture some principles and common features of Chinese
which very often show up in the regular documentation. These features are different
from the English language at the syntax level, leading to the difficulties for using existing
methods. It is therefore desirable to find some solutions for handling these features by
adapting methods stated in the previous chapters. We will focus on the following issues
[106]:
1. Tense. No matter which language is studied, tense is a critical issue, because it in-
fluences the meaning of verbs in almost all the sentences, and verbs are considered
as the pivot of a sentence. The mechanism of expressing tenses in Chinese is very
different from English. The latter one uses suffixes at the end of a verb, commonly
"-ed", for the past tense. Chinese, however, keeps infinitives in all the cases. It
adopts some temporal adverbs and phrases as supplementary information for the
verbs. For instance, "The company launched their training last week" in English is
translated as "The company launch their training last week" in Chinese 3 because
3In this chapter, we use the direct translation from Chinese to non-grammatical English to represent the
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phi
prs(1.0) prs(1.0) prs(1.0) prs(1.0)
past(6.0) fut(6.0) prs(1.0) prs(1.0)
=past =fut =0.08 =0.76
=0.82 =0.61 =0.74 =0.5
Figure 7.4: Decision Tree 1
(Source: [106] (adapted))
"last week" implies the past tense of the action "launch". This phenomenon can be
formalized in the following way:
[EN]v ∼ ed = [CN]v + time (7.2)
The direct reason for this difference is that Chinese has many pictographs.
2. Interrogation. Another issue to consider is the interrogation. The ways of con-
structing interrogative sentences greatly differ in English from Chinese. In Eng-
lish, it is necessary to invert the order of a sentence as "Do you like this book?". In
Chinese, instead, there are several ways to pose a question:
original Chinese sentences to facilitate the understanding.
phi
sta(1.0) sta(1.0) sta(1.0) que(9.0)
sta(3.0) sta(1.0) sta(1.0) sta(1.0)
=le =0.17 =0.64 =0.5
=0.25 =0.62 =0.7 =ma
Figure 7.5: Decision Tree 2
(Source: [106] (adapted))
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• An interrogative particle. For General questions, Chinese uses an interrogat-
ive particle " " to query the answers. " " is always placed at the end of a
sentence, meaning "You like the book, right?".
• An interrogative pronoun. For Special questions, in Chinese the sentence is
kept in a declarative order with the interrogative pronouns included - "You like
which book?"
• To interrogate the verb. When a confirmation is needed between two options,
the interrogation of a verb is presented right after the verb - "You like or not
the book?"
7.4.4 Experiment and Discussion
With the purpose of validating the presented methodology, an experiment was carried out
with ten sentences [106]. These sentences follow the principles stated in section 7.4.1.
The target is to test whether our method will be able to discover the tense and tone of
these sentences.
Figure 7.6: Input Sentences
(Source: [106])
The results are presented in table 7.2 [106]: Values of tense and tone underlined
are wrongly identified by the system, while the others are the correct answers. From the
experimental results, the conclusion can be drawn that we are able to correctly detect the
tense and tone for most of the sentences. In detail, for past tense, the results are more
precise because the past tense in Chinese uses contributory adverbs as a strong indicator.
This is more straightforward for systems to comprehend. For future tense, some results
are imprecise not because the algorithm does not fit the question sets. Instead, the reason
is that in Chinese sometimes a variety of regular verbs are used to express the intention in
the future. For example, "I would like read the book" uses "would like" in place of "will".
A reasonable solution is to design some more advanced algorithm to accumulate more
verbs from the training data to the contributory ontologies. Then the results will be more
accurate.
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Table 7.2: Comparison Table
n tense1 tone1 tense2 tone2
1 past sta past sta
2 past sta past sta
3 past que past que
4 prs que prs sta
5 prs sta prs sta
6 prs sta 0 sta
7 past que past sta
8 fut que 0 que
9 fut sta 0 sta
10 past sta 0 sta
(Source: [106])
7.5 Conclusion
As for the question of documentation processing, the influence of globalization, espe-
cially the Chinese language was discussed. Then a set of ontological norms as well
as methods have been set up. These elements were designed based on a representat-
ive paradigm particularly suited for Chinese sentences. An algorithm was then proposed
founded on this paradigm aiming to capture the typical features and to carry out topic dis-
covery on the documentation with systematic approaches. The obtained results show that
this approach owns reasonable capabilities in handling practical sentences in the Chinese
language.
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8
Implementation and Evaluation0
In the previous chapters, an approach has been proposed based on LDA and ontology
learning to acquire topics from qualitative data and to build up novel knowledge. This
approach tries to satisfy a need particularly formulated in the context of business data
to find strategies in order to investigate the qualitative information embodied in business
documentation. Functioning as a basic tool, ontologies play a vital role in the overall steps
of this approach for knowledge formalization, annotation, transformation, and learning.
According to the discussion in the previous chapters, we are convinced that the approach
offers a promising solution in many associated domains. However the proposed approach
has to be validated with the cooperation of domain experts since its ultimate goal is to of-
fer analytical capabilities in the experts’ regular working processes. In order to turn this
idea into practice, a prototypical application has been implemented on which a number of
tests were carried out. These tests are designed to verify the integration of ontologies set
up manually and systematically. Furthermore, the discovered topics and derived know-
ledge will be evaluated for their effectiveness. Also, it is our intention to offer satisfactory
usability to the end users, especially regarding the graphical interface, in order to improve
the usability of the prototype.
8.1 General Framework
The developed system, named Qualogier, is established as a prototypical platform to fulfil
the requirements stated above. Figure 8.1 and 8.2 present respectively the architecture
and a screen-shot of the system.
0Part of the work has been presented in [123] and [32]. In this chapter there are more experiments,
enhancement and details.
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Figure 8.1: System Architecture
(Source: [123] [106] (improved))
8.1.1 Annotation Interface
The direct interface between the original data and the implemented system is called An-
notation interface. It gives the users the functionality to operate on the primary docu-
ments. Without loss of generality, PDF files are specified as the format of the input. The
reason is that PDF is a standard widely used in the domains of finance, enterprise man-
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Figure 8.2: Screenshot
(Source: [31] [32] [106] [123] (adapted))
agement, etc. Meanwhile, many other input formats such as TXT, MS Word, HTML, and
XML can automatically be converted to PDF. Another great advantage of the PDF stand-
ard is that all the phrases, words, and even characters can be located with two-dimensional
coordinates. This opens the possibility to maintain the location - (X , Y ) - of a specific
part of the text of interest to the users. The PDF interface is established based on ICEpdf
[124], a Java-based project for PDF navigation. The implementation is conducted based
on formalization in appendix B. In detail, it offers the following functionalities:
• Quotation selection and Quotation Tree [32]. An essential functionality of Qualo-
gier is to select useful words, phrases, and sentences as quotations [125][26]. The
system provides a mechanism as follows: with the mouse’s drag-and-drop function-
ality, a user highlights the text in a PDF file displayed by the graphical interface.
Then he/she could right click the mouse to select this text as a quotation. Another
frame on the right hand of the interface presents a quotation tree where all the quo-
tations are visualized as outline. Whenever a new quotation is selected, the tree will
automatically add a new node at its first level. Then all the quotations affiliated to
the host document are displayed.
• Coding [32]. On top of the quotations, the users conduct coding actions. The codes
they add are the keywords and labels to mark the quotations [46][26]. Here two
types of code sources are provided: an external tree is provided by the domain
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knowledge out of which the users can select codes to add. Furthermore the users
can add any words according to their own opinions. Once a new code is added to a
quotation, a corresponding node will be created in the quotation tree at the second
level as child of the quotation. This is always the case since a code is always
affiliated with a quotation.
• Output [123]. In Qualogier, data output in different formats is offered, e.g. the
most frequent words in the navigated documents, the most frequent words showing
up in the quotations, the frequencies of all the codes, and the numbers of codes of
each quotation. All these types of output are stored by default in spreadsheets and
can be converted to XML and HTML files.
• Visualization [32]. In order to give the users a direct impression of the resulting
information, visualization functions are implemented. For example, a graph is used
to visualize the distribution of quotations over the pages of a document. The X
coordinate represents each page from the beginning to the end of the document, and
the Y coordinate displays the text amount of quotations on each page. From this
curve, the importance of each page can be inferred, measured by the text quantity
of their quotations. Similar functionalities include the numbers of codes and the
average values of ratings in each page.
8.1.2 Ontology Interface
While the users are operating on the documents for navigation and annotation through
the PDF interface, another functional component is the ontology interface. This interface
is significant because the proposed methodology relies substantially on ontologies. It
is therefore desirable to have reasonable capabilities to handle the ontological data. In
detail, the following functionalities are included in this component:
• Project ontology loading. At the beginning of the cycle, when Qualogier is initial-
izing, a template defined as the project ontology is loaded into a specific directory
of the system. During the entire process, the users’ behaviour as well as the analyt-
ical output will follow this project ontology as the guideline of the overall system.
• Reference ontology incorporation. Besides the project ontology, another critical
element are the reference ontologies that come from domain knowledge. A schema
has been formulated to regulate the format of reference ontologies. All the collab-
orating experts will follow this schema in order to ensure the compatibility of the
system. For ontologies or knowledge in other formats which already exist, trans-
formation tools are proposed, such as Powershell and XSLT scripts, to convert this
data into the format in accordance with the defined schema.
• Ontology library. In order to facilitate the basic operations on ontology files, a
library was implemented to manage all the necessary functionalities. Technically,
Dom4J and JDom are selected as the fundamental tools to implement this library.
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The developed functionalities include loading an ontology file, creating a new tree
from scratch, inserting a node into the existing tree, adding attributes and values
to a node, deleting a node from a tree, updating the attributes, etc. This library
is capable of dealing with the challenges when a large amount of data is being
processed (see the experiments presented in section 8.3).
• Ontology validation. The ontologies incorporated into Qualogier are supposed
to be validated in order to ensure that their syntax follows correctly the project
specifications. Consequently, a component is added into the system to validate the
input ontologies. Then the ontologies are loaded into the component to validate the
consistency of their content with OWL and with the specific requirements of our
project. The feedback is eventually given to the users for necessary modifications.
8.1.3 Recommendation
Besides, Qualogier offers the capability to propose recommendations to the users based
on their previous behaviour and the characteristics of the knowledge [32]. The function-
ality of recommendations is of great use since the coding process requires the support of
the system to find the appropriate codes for annotating a given document. In detail, a col-
laborative filtering algorithm [126] is employed to produce the recommendations. This
algorithm assumes that for two people (denoted as A and B) who like a group of similar
items, if later A likes a new item, then it is very likely that B will like this item as well.
Plenty of work has been conducted on this algorithm to prove its validity and extend it
into many new applications. With the assistance of the reasoning engine, this algorithm
is implemented based on the ontology inference.
8.2 Experiment Objective
With Qualogier, a series of experiments have been conducted to validate the proposed
methodology 1. In the experiments more than thirty PhD and master students majoring
in International Business Development and related majors have participated. They were
divided into seven groups and each group worked on a number of reports from different
banks in different years. The participants first designed an analytical framework based
on which they conducted the task of report coding. Also they carried out the evaluation
steps for each company according to their performance of sustainability indicated in the
reports. All the data was maintained in ontologies and could be exported in form of CSV
spreadsheets and XML files. The main objectives of the experiments are characterized as
follows:
1. We intend to involve domain practitioners into the process of report examination
based on our implemented prototype. The involved tasks must be also conducted
on other systems such as ATLAS.ti and Nivo in order to have a comparison with
state-of-the-art software.
1This work is supported by Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) project "Formal modeling of
Qualitative Case Studies: An Application in Environmental Management" (No. CR21I2_132089/1).
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2. The system will be entirely based on ontologies, as argued in chapter 3. Ontologies
recording user behaviour are validated for their conformity in respect to the project
ontologies and to the integration of domain knowledge. These ontologies serve
for data persistence, knowledge incorporation, domain integration, and analytical
studies.
3. Real cases are used to verify the established models and to asses the performance
of the ETL processes in the case of massive data produced by multiple participants.
One of the aims is to test whether the demanded data can successfully be retrieved
from the data models. In addition, these processes should be operated in a highly
automatic way.
4. The capabilities of outputting different data formats will be analyzed by the users
for its re-usability in other external tools. The goal is to keep this approach as
generic as possible.
5. Learning algorithms will be used to produce derived information targeting domain
experts. These algorithms mainly focus on the latent topics for their innate links and
semantic structures. The learning techniques in this thesis come from generative
theories plus the accumulative knowledge from the users’ action on the original
data. These techniques are expected to discover new knowledge, not too obvious
for the domain experts but still comprehensible. The ultimate goal is to improve
their analytical work on qualitative data for case studies and theory conclusions.
8.3 Scalability
When the implemented system was being evaluated, the first issue that came to mind was
scalability. When data is getting larger, computational complexity is increasing accord-
ingly. A couple of experiments were designed and implemented to validate the efficiency
of the system when large data sets and complex operations were involved. The experi-
mental environment was set up on a PC with a 3.00GHz CPU and 4GB physical memory
running on Windows 7.
We have first conducted an experiment concerning the loading of PDF documents
into our system. As the textual documents used in enterprises becomes longer and longer,
a problem might arrive in an implemented system if loading of raw data is slow. It is
thus necessary to test this issue in order to ensure that the loading time is fast enough for
the users. Ten documents were generated containing 100 pages, 200 pages up to 1,000
pages and then loaded into Qualogier. As depicted in figure 8.3, the X-axis represents
the number of pages in each file and the Y-axis indicates the processing time to load these
documents in millisecond. It can be seen from that the response time of loading 1,000
pages is smaller than 120 ms. According to the opinions of domain experts, 1,000 pages
is already a large number and should cover almost all practical cases. So the conclusion
can be drawn that Qualogier is fast enough to initially load documents with large number
of pages.
A second experiment concerns the users’ interaction with the proposed system. In
Qualogier, a typical operation is to select some interesting text using the mouse. For
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Figure 8.3: Loading PDF Files of Multiple Pages
Figure 8.4: Multiple Selected Lines to be Painted
PDF files it is always a challenge to precisely extract and handle this text at the level of
words and characters. When the users select text, they expect rapid response from the
graphical interface of the system As a result, this experiment was designed to test the
response time for selecting characters. The results are depicted in figure 8.4. The X-axis
represents the number of lines selected and the Y-axis indicates the processing time of
the graphical interface in millisecond. It can be observed that even if multiple lines are
selected, requiring more memory, the response time is fast enough with the maximum
lower than 600 ms. An acceptable time for an interactive user.
Another experiment, which follows a similar idea as the previous one, focuses on the
persistence efficiency, or the speed of ontology storage. After some text is selected and
highlighted by a user, he/she is able to save this text as a quotation. This information is
stored in an ontology file. As one can imagine, when the text amount of this quotation
is large, the processing time may be slow for the I/O operation. In figure 8.5, the X-
axis represents the number of lines selected as a quotation and the Y-axis indicates the
processing time to archive this quotation in ontologies in millisecond. From this plot, it
can be observed that when quotations are getting larger up to 10 lines, the corresponding
time always stays on a small level, lower than 70 ms.
We have in addition carried out an experiment for the case were multiple quotations
are selected continuously. The reason why this experiment was designed is the following:
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after a quotation is saved, the system takes certain time to process the user’s action. At
the same time, however, if the same user selects another quotation while the previous
request is still being processed, then this may cause a problem of synchronization. In
order to provide user friendliness and satisfaction and also to avoid system blockage, the
following test was conducted. The number of continuous quotations are increases from 1
to 50, as 50 is already a number large enough for the concurrency test. In figure 8.6, the
X-axis represents the number of continuously added quotations and the Y-axis indicates
the processing time to store these quotations into ontologies in millisecond. From the
result shown in this figure, it can be seen that even with 50 quotations added non-stop,
the system still responses efficiently.
Based on the previous experiment, another test was implemented concerning the situ-
ation in which a large number of quotations exist 2. When a user has already added many
quotations stored in the ontologies, the system has heavier burden to process new requests
compared with the work on an empty system. It is therefore of interest to verify whether
the response time is still fast enough in this case. As a general rule, when n quotations
have been added and archived in ontologies, the (n + 1)th quotation is added and the
processing time is tested. The variable n starts from 0 to 999, which is a number large
enough for our projects. From the result shown in figure 8.7, in which the X-axis stands
for the number of existing quotations and the Y-axis indicates the processing time in mil-
lisecond, the conclusion can be drawn that, even if the number of existing quotations is
large, the system still manages to handle the newly-coming requests and the response
time is very satisfactory from the point of view of an end user.
The following experiment is testing the highlighting function. After a quotation is
selected in a PDF file and stored in the ontologies, the system provides a utility that
allows users to highlight these quotations in the graphical interface. At the technical
level, the system loads the ontological files and then parses all the information, for the
quotation’s content, update time, and coordinates. The challenge here comes from the
coordination because the amount of data is large, possibly leading to slow response. In
2The previous test mainly dealed with the question whether the system can manage a number of requests
at the same time whilst this test concerns more adding new data with plenty of existing data.
Figure 8.5: Quotations of Multiple Lines Saved in Ontologies
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Figure 8.6: Continuously Added Quotations
figure 8.8, the X-axis indicates the lines of the quotations whilst the Y-axis represents the
response time for highlighting the text of these quotations in millisecond. From the test
results shown in this figure, it is apparent that even though the responding time increases
as the lines of quotations increase, it always remains in a very satisfactory range, lower
than 0.06 second. This result can be explained by the system architecture and the OWL
APIs which provide reasonable efficiency.
Later on, another experiment was carried out to measure the efficiency for adding
new codes [32]. This experiment aims to find out the processing time for inserting a
new code when a large number of quotations already exists. To describe this process, the
system needs first to figure out which quotation this new code belongs to by searching
all the quotations and then add a new node to this quotation segment. For this purpose,
100 codes were generated automatically to conduct the above-stated process and then
the average value was calculated. In figure 8.9, the X-axis standards for the number of
quotations which already exist in the ontologies when a new code arrives, and the Y-axis
represents the processing time in millisecond for inserting the new code. It can be seen
that even in the case of a large number of existing quotations archived, inserting a new
code can still be processed in an efficient manner.
Figure 8.7: Adding a New Quotation upon Existing Quotations
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Figure 8.8: Multiple Lines Highlighted
8.4 Topic Discovery
After the efficiency of the proposed system was tested, the evaluation task then turns its
focus on topic discovery from the qualitative data. As stated in the previous chapters, the
LDA model has been selected to acquire the latent topics and enhanced algorithms were
designed to improve the results from LDA. It thus is interesting to know the effectiveness
of these algorithms. A couple of experiments have been designed for this purpose. The
first thing of interest is to compare the original LDA and the improved algorithms. The
following steps have been developed to conduct the evaluation process:
1. Validation data selection. At the first step, some validation data is to be selected.
The purpose of employing this validation data is to verify the effectiveness of the
acquired topics. It is not an easy task to choose the validation data because there ex-
ist many criteria that influence this decision. We argue that domain opinions are the
most important factor to consider, in the sense that the acquired topics will eventu-
ally serve for domain participation and development. Thus a method firmly based
on domain analysis was developed to select the validation data. One way to achieve
this is to investigate the coding information produced by the users. Table 8.1 shows
Figure 8.9: Inserting New Codes to Existing Ontologies
(Source: [32])
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the total numbers of codes assigned to each document. Concretely speaking, the
following method is proposed to compare the different sets of validation data:
(a) If a document contains much more thematic codes than another, then it is
selected as validation data. Here the meaning of "thematic codes" depends on
the concrete demand in each project. In our case, for example, codes such as
"sustainability", "environment", and "energy" are considered.
(b) If a document contains substantially more codes than others, then it is selected
as validation data.
(c) If a document was coded by much more domain experts than others, then it is
selected as validation data.
(d) Otherwise select the document with the largest number of codes.
The number of documents to select as validation data can be set in advance. If
multiple documents are engaged, then they will accordingly be merged as a com-
binatorial validation data set. It is worthwhile to notice that this method is highly
extensible and adaptable. That is to say that the criteria based on code numbers
can be replaced by any other standards if necessary, for example, the length of
quotations. Some documents recommended by domain experts will be involved in
the validation data set even though they were not selected based on the previously
stated criteria.
With the selected data set for validation, we will be able to check whether the ac-
quired knowledge is reasonable. The main idea is to input the topics of this valida-
tion data and then apply certain evaluation steps to obtain an output that compares
the existing methods with the one we proposed.
2. Counting frequencies.
Table 8.1: Relational Table
Code Company Year Number
Applying standards BKA 2006 14
Communication BKA 2006 47
Community programs BKA 2006 6
Continuous improvement BKA 2006 16
Customer relationships BKA 2006 13
Customers policies BKA 2006 1
Developed Service BKA 2006 23
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Definition count(w , d) is a function to count the number of occurrences of the
word w in a document d . Then the frequency of this word w is:
Fwd = count(w , d) (8.1)
Definition Tj(Di ) is the set of terms discovered by the method Tj over document
Di .
Assume that N is the number of terms in each topic group. For all iz ∈ Tz(Di ),
"evaluation value" δz is defined to evaluate the performance of the terms produced
by method z :
δz = Σ
N
k=1(F
izk
Di
∗ (N − k)) (8.2)
The intuition behind this method is straightforward - if a term shows up in a docu-
ment for a large number of times, then this term is an important one. Furthermore,
if a word ranks before other words in a topic group, it will be given a higher weight,
because it has a position showing more importance. Then the overall importance
δ is calculated by summing all the words. This strategy was executed on Qualo-
gier to check the computational results. More detailed experimental results will be
reported in the next paragraphs.
3. Comparison and interpretation.
The next task, on top of the previous preparation steps, is to compare the proposed
LDA-derived method and the classical LDA method. As the new method we pro-
posed offers more flexibility to adjust the ranks of the topics and their affiliated
terms, from a theoretical perspective we could estimate that this method should
produce better solutions than the original one.
The idea behind conducting the comparison is to apply the algorithms to multiple
reports annotated by the experts and to produce a series of terms, based on the
frequency counting approach using the selected validation data. The results are
shown in figure 8.10 and 8.11 as some examples. The blue dotted curves repres-
ent the performance of the proposed method whilst the red solid ones are for the
classical LDA. The X-axis represents different terms produced by the algorithms
and the Y-axis stands for their evaluation values (δ). From the included graphs, it
can be observed that the proposed method has better performance than the classical
one, which is consistent with our theoretical analysis.
8.5 Ontology Learning
After the LDA-based method was evaluated in section 8.4, in this section, the ontology
learning (hierarchy construction) approach is going to be assessed for its performance
of setting up the hierarchies upon the acquired topics. The main concern during this as-
sessment is to verify whether the proposed method manages to construct the hierarchical
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Figure 8.10: Robank 2010
Figure 8.11: UBS 2010
representation to form a new ontology. In order the achieve this objective, the following
evaluation process is proposed.
8.5.1 Walk-through
To begin with, a series of terms are supposed to be retrieved from the primary documents.
These terms come from the topic analysis described chapter 4. The acquisition process
has already been evaluated in section 8.4. Therefore it can be taken for granted that
these terms are properly selected. They are from several groups of topics, reflecting some
correlated ideas, but not synonyms. For example, assume that in a walk-through the
following words have been acquired:
sustainability, energy, automobile, pollution, enterprise
The next critical issue is to set the target words. As stated in chapter 5, our proposed
method adopts a set of target words as the "coordinate" to measure the semantic distances.
Here a simple but reasonable way is to count the most frequent words (not including the
words in the stop-list) as the target words. In the tested documents, the three words are:
environment, customer, investment
Next, the semantic distances among the selected terms and the target words are calculated
as shown in table 8.2. Then the ontology learning algorithm as stated in chapter 5 is im-
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plemented in Java. After the entire algorithm is executed, the following result is obtained
(see figure 8.12).
The Cobweb algorithm [127] was used as benchmark for our proposed method. The
same data set is then be used with Cobweb to generate a cluster-based hierarchy as shown
in figure 8.13. Then a comparison of the learned trees is going to be carried out. At
this phase, two types of evaluation are involved - observation phase and performance
evaluation phase. The former one includes the analytical comments from the point of
view of human experts whilst the latter one uses systematic ways to evaluate these results.
While conducting the observation phase, several aspects have to be taken into account.
First, the structures of the results is analysed. As the principal objective of ontology
learning is to set up the hierarchical structures, the parameter structure is the most decisive
factor. When comparing the results of our proposed hierarchical construction algorithm
(HCA) and Cobweb, it is not difficult to observe that Cobweb has a much flatter structure.
Most of the nodes connect directly to the root node. Hence these nodes were grouped
as a single cluster without substantial correlations with other nodes except for the root.
This means that less information is provided by the learned results compared to HCA. In
HCA, on the contrary, in-depth hierarchies are inferred to reveal the internal connections
between the different topics. Compared with Cobweb, HCA has a first advantage that the
hierarchies it sets up provide more illustrative information regarding the structural levels
of the topics.
The second advantage of HCA over Cobweb also is related to the established struc-
tures. If HCA and Cobweb are reviewed in more detail, it can be seen that HCA is able
to set up the structures in form of a graph whilst Cobweb can only builds a tree structure.
This means that HCA offers more generic capabilities for hierarchy construction than
Cobweb. In many cases, trees are not sufficient to express the semantic links between
Table 8.2: Semantic Distance Table
sustainability environment 0.06803406031903386
sustainability customer 0.05034590489827559
energy environment 0.09803573471125152
energy customer 0.07789730162809413
automobile environment 0.07645240384707779
automobile customer 0.08053489580367604
... ... ...
government sustainability 0.05434083824775188
government energy 0.14587787356743462
government pollution 0.07493264953709526
motorcar sustainability 0.04924856115437957
motorcar energy 0.07530127156148918
motorcar automobile 4.8317970238510275E9
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myRoot
motorcar automobile
industry enterprise government energy pollution motorcar sustainability
Figure 8.12: The Tree Produced by HCA
topics, because very often it is insufficient for a node to be simply linked to its parental
node. It might well be connected to nodes from another branch of the tree. A graph
provides a flexible structure to reflect the semantic relations of a set of topics. HCA thus
is better suited for structure establishment.
Another strength of HCA is the in-depth relations among topics it can infer. This
point is less evident than the previous two features, but worthwhile to be discussed. In
Cobweb, when two topics (denoted as A and B) are assigned to a cluster (Ca), another
topic (D) is needed as the parent of A and B , and also as the semantic representation of
Ca. D has to be one of the candidate topics. HCA, instead, has two potential way to carry
out this step:
• A word is taken as the parent of A and B . This word, as the representative of cluster
Ca, can be either a new word or one of words A and B .
• A new cluster (Cb) is generated containing Ca and D . Similar to the previous step,
a new word or one of the words A, B or D can be referred to as the representative
topic of Cb.
The mechanism applied by HCA to set up the hierarchies offers more flexibility - by
incorporating new words or reorganizing the candidate topics in the established hierarch-
ies - than the one applied by Cobweb, which only allows topics as the nodes. In this
sense, HCA outperforms Cobweb.
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Figure 8.13: Hierarchy Produced by Cobweb
8.5.2 Performance Evaluation
The next test to conduct is the performance evaluation phase, which takes some quantit-
ative measures of performance to compare the two algorithms. In order to illustrate more
clearly the comparison between these two approaches, the following steps are carried out:
1. Candidate topic selection. In this step, a list of topics is picked out as the topics.
The selection of these topics is critical because they influence the final perform-
ance as well as the returned values of the experiment. The topics should cover
the main themes of the documents incorporated in the project. This is important
as the acquired ontological knowledge has to be useful for the analytical work of
domain experts. To achieve these goals, a LDA-based topic discovery process is
first conducted, then the obtained topics with the highest frequency are used for
the hierarchy construction. These topics can be considered as multi-dimensional
descriptors of the documents.
As the result of this step, a list of words is produced and stored in a textual file
for each document. The programs serving for experimental purposes will then read
these textual files to set up the semantic hierarchies for evaluation. In order to
achieve the comparison, Cobweb and HCA will be applied to each word list. Then
the acquired results of these two methods will be used as input for the evaluation
framework to assess their performance.
2. Path distance definition. Furthermore, another important issue is to define a meas-
ure for assessing the performance of the two approaches. As a fundamental tool,
path distance will be used to define the closeness of two given topics in the estab-
lished hierarchies. The basic principle of the path distance is to capture the routines
of two words in the hierarchical structures after the semantic construction. It is easy
to understand that the closer two words are, the more semantically relevant they are.
Correspondingly, the following definitions are proposed:
Definition (One-distance pair) For two adjacent nodes (Na and Nb) linked with
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Figure 8.14: Code Frequencies
a direct edge, their path distance is defined as 1, denoted as Lab = 1. These two
nodes are called a one-distance pair.
Definition (Multiple-distance pair) For two linked nodes (Nc and Nd ), their path
distance is equal to the length (i.e. the number of edges) of the shortest path
between them, denoted as Lcd = |Nc ,Nd |. If Lcd > 1, then these two nodes
are called a multiple-distance pair.
Definition (Merge point) A node (Ne) which is the ancestor of two other nodes
(Nf and Ng ) is called their merge point. This node Ne is significant for the calculus
of the path distance between Nf and Ng .
Definition (Real merged nodes) If the merge point of two nodes is not the root of
a hierarchy, then these two nodes are called real merged nodes.
Definition (Rooted merged nodes) If the merge point of two nodes is the root of a
hierarchy, then these two nodes are called rooted merged nodes.
Based on these definitions, a path iteration approach is proposed to calculate the
path between two topics. The simplified idea of this approach is to find the merged
node of two words and then count the distances between these two words and the
merged node.
3. Information benefit function. Taking the advantage of the path distance and its affil-
iated definitions outlined above, the next step is to formulate a standard function as
the criterion to evaluate whether the performance of the proposed method is better
than the existing classical method. The principle idea is to compare:
• for a pair of words m and n, the difference between the path distance in the
established hierarchies (L) and the semantic distance from WordNet (S).
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• compare the lengths produced by the two algorithms (CobWeb and HCA)
The exact implementation is the following:
Pz(m, n) =
1
|α−1Lmn − β−1Smn| (8.3)
Fxy (%) = count%(Px(m, n) > Py (m, n)) (8.4)
In formula 8.3, the performance of the two nodes (m and n) for method z is evalu-
ated in respect whether they are assigned to a reasonable positions in the established
hierarchy. The idea of this formula is to compare the path distance in the hierarchy
with the semantic distance based on WordNet. In this formula, when two nodes are
semantically related and their path distance is consistently short, Pmn will return a
large value, and vice versa. So the larger a Pmn value is, the better the performance.
A critical issue in the formula 8.3 are the two parameters involved, α and β, which
are two adaptive coefficients. As the scales of of the two types of distances (L
and S) are different, normalization is necessary, and the parameters have to be
adapted accordingly. After comparing several possibilities, the following solution
is retained:
(a) calculate all the path distances in the hierarchy
(b) sort the values from step 3a (the previous step)
(c) take the largest value as α
(d) do the same for β
In formula 8.4, the complete list of word pairs is denoted as %. The number of all
word pairs (m, n) from % for which Px(m, n) > Py (m, n) (i.e. the performance of
the method x is greater than the performance of the method y ) is established, in
order to assess, for a given document, whether the hierarchy produced by x is more
reasonably than the one produced by y . We call this measure information benefit
function. For two methods, the one with the larger F value can be considered as
the better solution. Furthermore, we have the following property
Fxy (%) + Fyx(%) = count(%) (8.5)
i.e., the sum of the information benefit values of two methods is equal to the number
of word pairs in %.
4. Performance evaluation. Once the evaluation method is constructed, a final task
has to be achieved. In order to do this, the following steps have to be carried out:
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(a) Get the annotations of all the documents from all the participants involved in
the project. In our test project, there are seven groups in total, each group with
three or four participants annotating three documents. The overall number
finally reaches 72 document instances 3.
(b) For each document instance:
i. List the top 10 topics which show up most frequently.
ii. Input these topics into the Hierarchy Construction Algorithm (HCA) to
produce a hierarchy Ha.
iii. Input these topics into Cobweb to produce a hierarchy named Hb.
iv. Input Ha and Hb into the information benefit function and compare the
results.
(c) Compare all the documents involved in the project to assess the performance
of these methods.
The results of the complete process can be found in figure 8.15. The blue dotted
curve stands for the results of HCA whilst the red solid one represents the Cobweb
results. In most cases depicted by the curves, the information benefit values from
HCA are greater than those from Cobweb. With this data, it can be concluded that
HCA performs better compared with Cobweb based on our evaluation approach.
Furthermore, the relation 8.5 is satisfied by the values of these two curves on each
document instance.
Figure 8.15: HCA and Cobweb Comparison
8.6 An Exemplary Demonstration
At the end of this chapter, also the end of this thesis, we would like to demonstrate a
simple but typical example showing how ontology inference can help to produce useful
3A "document instance" means a participant coding a document. So one document coded by two parti-
cipants will be considered as two different document instances.
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Figure 8.16: Companies and Years
results, i.e. how analytical conclusions should be obtained from the inferred knowledge
structures.
The original idea of this demonstration comes from real cases namely green services.
For the companies analysed in our project, a series of indicators are used to assess their
performance. For example, the indicator "paper consumed" is one of the most important
factor for sustainability. A number of actions or operations the companies apply are influ-
encing the paper consumption. Intuitively we should be able to capture the description of
some of them, for example "questionnaires", "printing", etc. These words are evidently
linked with paper consumption issues. This is clear even without conducting systematic
investigation. The experts involved in the project have practical expectations to find some
implicit links between paper consumption and other indicators which might be less evid-
ent. For instance, hypothetically, if an enterprise sets up a new data center to digitize
all/most of the data, then its paper consumption will possibly decrease to a certain de-
gree. On the other hand, if this company organizes several employee training, workshops
or other similar activities, the amount of paper consumption might be increasing, or, if
these activities are conducted in a sustainable way, they might stay stable. Therefore it
is necessary to study the correlations between the various activities of the companies and
their performance in respect to sustainability issues.
To demonstrate the operations in our system the following steps are executed. First,
a table is created to store the inventory of all primary documents available. Each row
contains the company which produced the report as well as the year of the report (see
figure 8.16). This table can be extend as new documents are integrated.
During the next step, a table of codes’ frequency is established (see figure 8.17). This
table inherits the design of "relational tables" as described in chapter 3. It mainly aims
to aggregate the coding information of all involved documents. From the frequencies of
codes, information about the companies’ activities over multiple dimensions are inferred.
Likewise, another table, which records the data for the performance indicators, was
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set up (see figure 8.18). These indicators are the standards ones, published by Global
Reporting Initiative, for describing different strategies of companies to evaluate their
activities regarding sustainability. Following these indicators, the experts summarized
the performance with quantified values.
Subsequently, another table for connecting codes and performance indicators are set
up based on the opinions of the domain experts. This table mainly shows for each in-
dicator which codes are related to it. This allows interpreting performance indicators as
categories abstracted from the existing codes. The content of the table is illustrated in
figure 8.19.
Then a piece of SQL scripts was developed to produce an intermediary table. This
illustrates the possibility for further treatment using external tools based on the obtained
results. This table, shown in figure 8.20, aims to join all the tables mentioned above for
the purpose of report produced in the final step.
Finally a report is going to be generated. The report targets at revealing some implicit
factors influential to the sustainability performance of a company. As an illustration, the
following steps can be conducted for this objective:
1. Set up two ontology files. The first one comes from the intermediary table (figure
8.20) and the second one is formed based on the code frequency table (figure 8.17).
2. Apply a collaborative filtering algorithm with a set of rules upon these ontologies.
In our example the collaborative filtering algorithm is principally conducted based
on the code frequency, which means that if two codes have similar frequencies,
then they are considered as correlated. Ontology inference is used in this step to
provide the connections among different codes and performance indicators.
3. For each performance indicator of each company, find the implicitly relevant codes
using the results of step 2 and output a textual document as the report, depicted in
figure 8.21.
Figure 8.17: Code Frequency
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Figure 8.18: Performance List
4. Distribute this report to domain experts as the suggestive material for their sub-
sequent analysis. For example, regarding the paper consumption of Credit Suisse
in 2009, the code "volunteer program" was highlighted. It indicates that this issue
may influence the paper consumption for this company, presumably this program
consumed plenty of paper 4. The experts could then go on to study this topic based
on the machine-produced opinions.
4As mentioned above, the meaningfulness of the demonstration in this section is not to find some conclu-
sions as domain discoveries, but to reveal how the proposed system can be leveraged.
Figure 8.19: Performance Indicators and Codes
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Figure 8.20: Intermediary Table
8.7 Conclusion
In order to test the proposed methodology and provide a prototypical platform, a soft-
ware program has been implemented in Java. It mainly emphasizes the interaction with
end users and the semantic processing of ontologies. A number of experiments were
performed to validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the implementation. The result-
ing data reveals that the reported methodology produces satisfactory feedbacks in many
aspects.
Figure 8.21: Report
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9
Future Work and Conclusion
9.1 Summary and Contribution
A suite of methodologies has been in detail depicted in the previous chapters. It illustrates
an entire approach with the purpose to document the investigation concerning qualitative
and complex-structured data. Here we will review and summarize the main contribution
of this thesis.
The starting point of this work was a collaborative effort of researchers in the domain
of logistics and computer science in order to overcome some of the current limitations of
the methodologies and the tools used in qualitative case studies. Qualitative data was the
cornerstone for this work. To better understand this type of data, grounded theory - one
of the tradition ways to deal with this kind of data - was selected as the guideline for the
methodology to be developed. Even though it has been a while that this theory was de-
veloped, its applicability on qualitative data from an IT point of view is still underutilized
and has allowed to jump-start some of the methodologies proposed in this thesis.
In order to establish a baseline for the proposed methodology, several globally accep-
ted software products were studied for their applicability to qualitative data. The main
contributions of the approach presented here, compared to the state of the art tools, are
firstly the structural representation of the overall process as well as the specific know-
ledge with formal semantics and learning capabilities, and secondly an open architecture
allowing for inter-operability. The proposed formalization extends grounded theory into
a system-implementable way and is considered as the elementary meta-data structure for
the entire methodology. Upon these elements, an overall workflow was proposed to allow
a smooth integration of the proposed methodology in a general research context but also
to guarantee a replicability of the produced results.
From the beginning it was a declared goal that the defined approach had to be imple-
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mented in form of an operational system. This constraint added some extra complexity
to the achieved work. One of the main challenges consisted in finding a formalization
allowing, on one hand, the necessary theoretical work but being, on the other hand, im-
plementable. A thorough analysis of the knowledge typically used in case studies and of
the type of formalism needed to express the concepts of grounded theory has led us to
select ontologies as the fundamental tool. The ontological elements, in compliance with
the OWL specification, were used on one hand to formalize the system and on the other
hand as meta-data structure to store all the data, information and knowledge available in
the system. Ontologies were used to specify the approach given by grounded theory. At
the same time, the output of this approach will again be ontologies, allowing for a closed
loop. While the grounded theory mainly describes several steps, we designed ontologies
converting these steps into a series of semi-data structures serving as the raster for qualit-
ative data investigation. They can be regarded as the advisable guideline for many similar
projects.
The purpose of using these ontologies is not only to maintain knowledge, but also to
collect potential new information and data. Therefore we have to extract the necessary
information from the ontologies, transform it into appropriate formats, and then load it
into different data warehousing models - which defines an ETL process. Instead of using
the traditional ETL methods, a novel approach is proposed, based on the scenarios of case
studies. This approach fully supports the qualitative characteristics of the input data and
attempts to automatize the process of transformation. On top, a series of data warehousing
models were established to refine the relational links in the data. These models provide
the possibilities to record all involved data even with frequent updates. Even though the
techniques of data warehousing are based on existing theories, the solutions - for the data
models and transformation methods - encapsulated in our methodology are more generic
in many respects.
The data archived in the data warehousing models serves as basis for the extraction of
more abstract information. One promising idea is to seek for latent topics reflecting the
thematic concepts of the raw data. These topics reveal the main subjects as well as some
details of the annotated documentation. Inspired by the LDA approach, a novel model was
built up integrating the coding mechanism (based on grounded theory) as a key factor of
the generative reasoning process. A couple of improved algorithms were presented to
alleviated the practical deficiencies of the traditional model. A number of experiments
have shown that the new model outperforms the classical one in many regards. After-
wards, based on the extracted topics, an ontology learning process was introduced. This
process takes advantage of WordNet-based semantics to measure the diversities among
the vocabularies. Then an innovative algorithm was proposed to organize the extracted
topics in form of hierarchies based on their semantic distances. Different from more tra-
ditional approaches based on statistical methods, the WordNet approaches allows to take
into account the more in-depth correlations among words. An ontology inference system
was later designed based on a rule engine. This system adopts the hierarchical knowledge
produced in the previous steps and then matches patterns formulated as rules with the on-
tological facts. The newly-discovered information can then be exported to a variety of
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applications in order to assist them in their specific tasks. The overall method depicted
above provide the "learning" capabilities, defined as an expectation in the first chapter.
It is a novel method for ontology processing and construction, with domain participation
and analytical assignments.
The proposed methodology relies to a large extend on semantic comprehension of
text, so the syntactical representation of the documentation is fundamental. For this
reason we decided to consider different natural languages. This consideration was also
motivated by the application domain of the project, particularly in the context of global-
ization. As the basic approach was based on documents in English, it is relatively easy to
understand that this approach works for most alphabetical languages. To generalize our
methodology we decided to approach the Chinese language. To achieve the extension of
our techniques to the Chinese language, a prototypical paradigm was proposed formal-
izing typical Chinese sentences. Then a set of ontologies were established inheriting the
ideas of this paradigm. An algorithm was designed to extract features from the training
data. A series of experiments have shown that the proposed method has promising cap-
abilities to handle the sentences in Chinese language and to integrate smoothly with the
LDA based topic discovery described earlier. Although the proposed approach is not able
to cover all the cases with complex context, its basic principles offer an innovative and
extensible perspective for machine processing on this non-alphabetical language.
A prototypical application, named Qualogier, was developed as a working platform
for field tests. This system implements the functionalities described above, thus providing
more powerful tools compared to the state-of-the-art software. A series of criteria were
defined to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the methodology encapsulated in the
system. The usability of this prototype was verified by an intensive collaboration during
the case study process between the management and the IT side. It was straightforward
to show that the system scales very well along all dimensions (size of data, number of
users, complexity of inference, etc). In addition, the proposed methodology was assessed
regarding its learning capabilities, with satisfactory results. Some insightful discoveries
were meanwhile made during these case studies.
9.2 Limitations and Future Work
Although encouraging progress was made as reported in this thesis, several issues still
remain to be solved. In the first place, ontology establishment and incorporation is con-
cerned. In this thesis ontologies are set up via manual implementation and system ac-
quisitions. The former approach is mainly associated with domain references and data
annotations whilst the latter one refers to new discoveries without a priori knowledge.
The established ontologies demonstrated their effectiveness in the case studies. Yet, there
is still a difficulty in making these two approaches to collaborate. The criteria for which
method to adopt in which moment are not clarified yet. Confusion and even contradiction
may occur when both types of ontologies are engaged concurrently. An enhanced ap-
proach is necessary to coordinate and validate these ontologies. A promising yet simple
idea is to extend the upper ontology with a more specific functional component to inter-
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connect these ontologies under concrete conditions. This component would follow the
bridge pattern, a paradigm well known in design patterns. Then the project ontologies
will be supplemented with the embedded conditions. In this case, the overall project
would be clearly guided when it needs to decide which method to initiate and employ,
because the conditions are already formulated at a higher level.
The next limitation concerns the data warehouse models related on the ETL process.
Once the model is established, it is expressed in a relational representation, regulated by
database theories. However, even if the model complies perfectly with the normalization
and cardinality requirements, there is no guaranty that this model is correct in all respects.
In our context it is crucial to be able to validate the consistency between interconnected
entities at the semantic level. This demand is challenging as there are so far no known
theories to support this idea. The validation task is supposed to be designed firmly based
on the characteristics of the concrete cases, but on the other hand the specific constraints
have to be abstracted into a generic approach. Otherwise the validation is almost im-
possible to be carried out. For the purpose of solving this problem, a possible solution is
to define a rule set on top of the data warehousing models. The advantage of this solution
would be that no matter which kinds of entities are involved and how complicated their
links are, it is always feasible to operate the validation in a standardized way as long as
the rules can be verified.
In addition, limitations exist in the core section - the ontology learning. When the
hierarchies of the topics are constructed, two concepts are merged into a single node
whose children are these two concepts. There are a number of ways to identify the par-
ental concept. The method used here takes advantages of the semantic distances between
these two concepts in respect to a set of target words. This is an acceptable solution but
not an optimal one, because sometimes it is not sufficient to express the semantics only
with the provided list of words. It is thus of interest to find another word, beyond the
scope of the original ones, to identify the newly acquired node. For example, CO2 and
NO2 lead to the higher level concept gas. If this goal can be achieved, it will provide
richer information as derived concepts are easier to be associated with the existing know-
ledge. A possible way to satisfy this need is to develop an algorithm based on the network
of WordNet to walk through the different paths among the concepts, analysing the words
along these paths to find the most promising generalization. As WordNet integrates a lot
of conciliative aspects it might be that concepts found this way are better connected to
the pre-existing knowledge.
9.3 Conclusion
Even though a number of methods have been developed for data studies, analyzing complex-
structured data is still challenging. With the assistance of ontologies, many of the tasks
become easier, by taking advantage of structural knowledge representation and discov-
ery. However, the process of appropriately establishing the necessary ontologies and the
reasoning over them is still challenging. Furthermore, the learning capability of machines
on ontological knowledge is in high demand from different sides, but has not reached a
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satisfactory level.
The goal of this thesis can be summarized as follows: we would like to contribute
with ontology-based approaches to improve the methodologies of data modelization and
analysis. Considering this objective, a formal model as well as its processing methods
have been established based on grounded theory. This model is presented in form of
ontologies respecting domain references and analytical annotations. On this basis, ETL
processes are conducted to retrieve the ontological knowledge in a standardized manner,
for the establishment of a series of data warehousing models as regularized data sources,
serving for cross-references queries. Using this input data, a proposition for an improved
LDA model was made. This model manages to capture a series of implicit topics in
the original text. These topics are then organized in hierarchies to represent the more
profound semantic relations among these topics. Moreover, inferences are carried out
to produce novel facts based on the constructed hierarchies. The model is further ex-
tended to non-alphabetical languages, such as Chinese, to broaden the application scope
of the approach to globalization scenarios. In compliance with the theoretical design, a
prototype implementing the ontology layers and supplementary functionalities have been
developed and used as a working tool for a series of experiments.
To summarize, we have been applying an qualitative methodology originated from in-
formation science to enable and facilitate the modelization and analytical process oriented
on data investigation.
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A
Big Data
Research indicates that modern business, instead of merely providing materialized products,
depends to a large extend on "service" as a non-material type of products [128]. The daily
operations of enterprises, no matter simple or intricate, relies on the assistance of soft-
ware since software itself is already becoming a special type of service [129]. As a large
number of marketing wars occur in the competition of information processing, the utiliz-
ation of software promotes the efficiency of a company as well as its competence. In the
domain of computer science, especially software engineering and business intelligence,
a suit of enterprise frameworks have been proposed in the past decades for the purpose
of facilitating enterprise activities. These framework have already achieved satisfactory
progress and have widely been applied in industry. J2EE, .Net, grid computing, and cloud
computing are some of the typical ones [130][131][132][133]. The last one, developed
based on classical mechanisms such as distributed systems as well as network theories
and innovative ones - including "SOA" and "virtuliazation" [133] - has become advisable
in numerous domains. For cloud computing, a pivotal issue is how to handle data of large
amount and high complexity, namely "big data" [134]. Big data is recently becoming a
prominent branch of research in computer science.
The concrete features of big data are summarized as "4-Vs" [135]. The primary fea-
ture is its volume. The dramatic growth of information has been a phenomenon for years
[136]. For instance, the giant of information technology, Cisco, estimates that the monthly
mobile traffic will arrive at a very high level by 2017 [137]. The amount of data is so
massive that not only it is difficult for human beings to navigate and substantially utilize,
but with the fastest computing capacity at present it is not an easy task. Besides, it is
not the ultimate objective only to maintain and go through this information. Instead, the
useful elements are supposed to be captured and exploited, making this question more
challenging. Due to the volume of the data, additionally, it is tricky to keep it without
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consuming too many resources such as facilities, preservation, energy, etc [138]. Op-
timization approaches will be contributive to the theoretical research and the benefits of
enterprises for practical purposes.
The next factor of big data is its variety. Traditionally, numeric data depicting fin-
ancial flows and performance was highly valued [139]. Business analysts were expected
to focus on these numbers to investigate the background information. It was later real-
ized that plenty of data without clear structure or with complex structures also contains
rich information [140]. As revealed in [141], enterprises produce a large number of daily
documents, business transaction records, and e-mails. The contained qualitative factors
are considered as the necessary basis of the numeric data to describe procedures [142].
However, there is so far no enough support to investigate this type of data. As the fast de-
velopment of Internet-based file storage and delivery, the usage of textual data is increas-
ing dramatically, leading to the obvious demands of an innovative approach to handle this
matter. Our objective is thereby to study the qualitative data to discover its invisible rules,
and to provide applicable knowledge as the feedback to domain experts.
Another concern of big data takes its velocity into account, which considers the
changes and evolution of the data. As the data sources are extended to different equip-
ment with active interoperability, such as stream, the speed of data input and output is
growing promptly [143]. Archetypal approaches are not sufficient any more to solve
the emerging problems [144]. For example, commonly there are systems and facilities
deployed in supermarkets to record the information pieces of customers, products, and
transactions. However, nowadays on-line retail firms receive a large number of orders
on a daily base. These on-line firms have been developing a suit of methods based on
information techniques to investigate the massive data, which is so far not common in
physical stores [145]. This data allows producing conclusions for decision making so as
to promote the business in the near future [146]. Another case is Twitter, a popular social
networking service, which produces an unusually large data volume per day from mil-
lions of tweets [147]. These examples imply the significance of modeling the data into
an adequate representation in advance [148]. Only if the data model is effectively estab-
lished beforehand, the real-time demands from the practical scenarios can be fulfilled and
the problems of velocity are thus feasible to be handled.
Meanwhile, the value of big data is necessary to be considered. For On-Line Analyt-
ical Processing (OLAP) applications, although the amount of data is large, only part of
the data brings benefits to the ultimate usage - in other words, the value of this data is very
sparse [149]. Hence, conventional data mining approaches are not satisfactory to apply
without pre-processing procedures [150]. In addition, for big data, some new values are
advisable to be created, for example, recommendations to the users [151]. A list of well-
known websites such as Youtube and Amazon offer recommendations of their published
items to the users based on the great amount of browsing history [152]. Likewise, social
network applications including Facebook and Twitter take advantage of this functionality
and have gained extraordinary success [153]. Consequently, a new methodology is set up
in this thesis to investigate the data in order to discover its valuable ingredients and con-
vert them into meaningful knowledge. With this knowledge, many applications required
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by end users become easy to design and implement.
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Formalization of Analytical Data Annotation
A desirable step is to formalize the research objects - the original data and the annotation
action - as indispensable elements of our presented work. This phase is crucial in that
subsequent evolvement will confront great challenges if these elements are not clarified.
Problems such as term confusion and disambiguity will arise. Furthermore, the formaliz-
ation can limit the research scope in a precise way. Figure B.1 gives a direct idea in the
form of bar layers for the concepts to be formalized in this section.
Rating
Code (family) Quotation
Page
Document
Corpus
Figure B.1: Formalized Concepts
Corpus A corpus, for instance Corpusα, is a collection of archived records [45]. Usu-
ally these records concern similar themes while their content can be greatly different.
Technically speaking, a corpus consists of a couple of documents (D). Each document is
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a textual file and the system will load the document into its working memory for naviga-
tion. When new documents emerge, a corpus should be open to integrate these documents
into its scope incrementally. The overall system takes a corpus as its initial input and de-
liver it to the users for the analytical processes.
Corpusα = {D1,D2, ...,Di , ..,Dn} (B.1)
Document A document is an element of a corpus and a collection of pages (P). The
number of pages varies from very small such as one or two to very large as several hun-
dred. A document main contain different forms of data, including pure text, images,
tables, and figures. By default, a document belongs to only one corpus. To continue with
the previous example of Corpusα:
Di ∈ Corpusα (B.2)
Di = {P1,P2, ...,Pj , ...,Pn} (B.3)
Page A page is an element of a document and a matrix of words (w ) with their co-
ordinates (cor ) on the page. Here two dimensions - X and Y - are used to represent the
location of each character. Page as well as its affiliated coordinates are the properties to
identify the geographical distributions of the words and sentences.
P ←− {w , cor} (B.4)
Taking the example of Pj :
Pj =

w1 corw1
w2 corw2
...
wn corwn
 (B.5)
and equation B.5 is derived as:
Pj =

w1 (X11,Y11), ..., (X1t1 ,Y1t1)
w2 (X21,Y21), ..., (X2t2 ,Y2t2)
...
wn (Xn1,Yn1), ..., (Xntn ,Yntn)
 (B.6)
The formalization manifested above facilitates the process of ontology learning com-
prising two aspects: data annotation and systematic analysis. Data annotation is at the
beginning carried out by the users as interaction with the primary documents. They oper-
ate on the PDF files with actions such as drag-and-drop, highlighting, coding, and rating.
This will provide refined data on top of the original text. The data generated from their
actions is cached into ontologies. Furthermore a couple of algorithms are applied for
knowledge learning and acquisition.
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Quotation A quotation is a collection of selected words [125][26]. These words are
not necessarily continuous. They indicate some useful text sections for the users from the
primary documents and are highlighted compared with other text. Quotation is the link
between the original data and the users’ insights. Qβ is an example as a quotation:
Qβ = {w1,w2, ...,wn} (B.7)
The description of this quotation can be derived based on formula (B.4) to the following
matrix. Here t represents some additional information such as users, update time, etc.
Qβ =

w1 Pw1 corw1 tw1
w2 Pw2 corw2 tw2
...
wn Pwn corwn twn
 (B.8)
Code A code is a key word assigned to a quotation to label its properties in different
dimensions [46][26]. The usage of code is consistent with the main idea of grounded
theory in which codes function as a decisive role. As there are several modes of coding
defined in grounded theory, the principles of this theory are inherited by supporting all of
these modes in our proposed methodology. In formula B.9, C is the set which contains
all the codes attributed to quotation Q . The coding process, denoted as Cˆ , is essentially a
reflection combined by Q and C
Cˆ ←− {Q,C} (B.9)
and can further be illustrated with a concrete example:
Cˆη =

Q1 c11 c12 ... c1m1
Q2 c21 c22 ... c2m2
...
Qn cn1 cn2 ... cnmn
 (B.10)
Code family When some single codes refer to the same subjects, they are designated
as a code family due to their semantic interconnections [26]. Code families are lever-
aged primarily for ontology inference with some rules set in advance. A general rule
for a code family will be applied to all the codes in this family. Code families can be
designed partially beforehand and gathered dynamically with clustering and ontology
learning techniques while the annotation is being carried out.
CFδ = {c1, ...cm} (B.11)
Rating Ratings are scores assigned to the elements in order to evaluate their import-
ance and relevance to the main themes. Ratings are applied in addition to evaluate the
contribution of the users by giving scores to their quotations and codes. The usage of
ratings is very flexible regarding their maximum and minimum values. Users should be
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able, with the support of the system, to personalize these values according to the concrete
needs. Some aggregation functions, for example average, will be provided for the sake
of output and visualization.
Rˆ ←− {Q,R} (B.12)
or
Rˆ ←− {C ,R} (B.13)
R above standards for the set containing all the rating values over given quotations/codes,
and {Q,R} can be characterized in more detail as:
Rˆρ =

Q1 r11 r12 r1m1
Q2 r21 r22 r1m2
...
Qn rn1 rn2 rnmn
 (B.14)
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